Control 15 major turf pests with versatile SEVIN® carbaryl insecticide.

They nip, munch, burrow and bite. As sure as grass is green, turf pests will try to make life miserable.

You can end the misery with SEVIN carbaryl insecticide. And protect the turf you manage from as many as 15 different problem pests.

Both the most common ones and the worst: ants, bluegrass billbugs, chiggers, chinch bugs, cutworms, earwigs, European chafer, fall armyworm, fleas, green June beetle, leafhoppers, millipedes, mosquitoes, sod webworms (lawn moths) and ticks.

Broad registration only starts the list of SEVIN benefits.

It's also compatible with many other commonly used insecticides, miticides, fungicides and foliar nutrients. And residents can resume using the grounds or yard as soon as the spray dries.

There's a choice of

STOP! ALL PESTICIDES CAN BE HARMFUL TO HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT IF MISUSED. READ THE LABEL CAREFULLY AND USE ONLY AS DIRECTED.
four formulations—sprayable, wettable powder, flowables and SEVIMOL® 4, a liquid blend of SEVIN and molasses. Granules, dusts and baits are also available for certain specialized uses. Plus, SEVIN isn’t harsh on the environment. It is biodegradable; and when compared with other insecticides, it ranks low in toxicity to people, animals, birds and fish.

So it’s probably no surprise to hear that SEVIN carbaryl is one of the largest selling insecticides in the United States today.

For more information about SEVIN, contact your pesticide supplier or Union Carbide at the address below. Make SEVIN carbaryl insecticide your answer to pest control too.
Which one will cost you less?

If you're only concerned with initial equipment costs, then the obvious answer is the sod shovel.

But the real cost of cutting sod also includes the labor time involved. And at today's wages, elbow grease can be a very expensive accessory.

That's why the Ryan Jr. Sod Cutter makes sense for even the smallest turf management operations.

Working at up to 135 feet per minute, one man can cut more sod in an hour than six men used to cut by hand in six hours. Add up the labor cost savings and you begin to see the Jr. Sod Cutter might easily pay for itself in just one season.

But the Jr. Sod Cutter also lets you take advantage of the benefits of sodding versus seeding. You can replace dead grass or plant a new stand almost instantly, preventing erosion and enhancing the appearance of your grounds.

The Jr. Sod Cutter is self-propelled, simple to use and easy to handle. And like all Ryan equipment, it's built to last. You may never need a replacement.

So whether you manage a small golf course, cemetery, landscape service, school grounds, industrial complex, or park, the Jr. Sod Cutter can help you trim costs.

Write for your Ryan catalog today. And find out more about all the time-and money-saving equipment Ryan offers.

Ryan Jr. Sod Cutter
The turfman's timesaver.
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As promised, we have provided you with an improved journal. What do you think? We'd really like to know. Just write down your comments on this or any matter on the new post-paid, reader comment card and send it to us.

I hope you will use the new problem solving columns, Vegetation Management and Proscape, to help you in your business. Or if you have a remark on any industry subject we'd like to see if others feel the same way. This can be accomplished in a letter column, which will premiere in the February issue.

We have had some feedback in regard to our desire to help bring a national affiliation of green industry associations to reality. It is apparent that to do this properly, months and years of planning and working together are needed. We urge everyone to avoid the temptation to rush into such an organization without the patient consultation of all industry groups and entities. We are certain that manufacturers would like to help, and of course all the trade publications. To build a solid and respectable foundation for lobbying efforts in Washington, D.C., there must be no taint of opportunism by any one organization or entity.

We urge the Golf Course Superintendents to sponsor discussions on such an organization at its national meeting in San Antonio. GCSAA has appointed a group to study such a cooperative effort for the green industries. The discussions should be many and held at all the various industry associations. Formation should occur as a result of cooperation among all the associations, and not by the efforts of just one group. To work it has to be comprehensive.

BRUCE SHANK
Editor
For football fields and/or shady glens
Glade Kentucky bluegrass is the seed
to specify for excellent performance.
In full sun or cool shade (up to 60%) you can depend on Glade to germinate quickly, establish fast. Forms a thick rhizome and root system, dense, low-growing, fine-textured turf of medium to deep green in color.
Glade Kentucky bluegrass has proven resistance to many troublesome diseases including stripe smut and leaf rust. Better than average resistance to today's Fusarium blight has made Glade a vital fortifying ingredient in many professional turf grass mixtures. A higher level of resistance to powdery mildew in moderate shade. A Rutgers University selection (tested as P-29), Glade Kentucky bluegrass is your guarantee of physically pure and genetically true seed.
Specify the sun-n-shade elite Glade Kentucky bluegrass seed for your next lawn seed mix, available at your local wholesale seed distributor.
The Board of Directors of The Davey Tree Expert Company announced the election of Jack W. Joy as president and chief operating officer. Joy succeeds Alexander M. Smith, who remains chairman and chief executive officer.

In a concurrent move, the board also elected Martin L. Davey, Jr., to the position of vice chairman of the board.

Prior to his election, Joy had been senior vice president-operations. A veteran of 31 years with Davey Tree, Joy joined the company in May, 1946 in field operations. He was elected to the Davey Board of Directors in 1964 and was appointed vice president and sales manager in May, 1965. He is a member of the International Society of Arboriculture and the National Arborist Association.

Martin L. Davey, Jr., grandson of company founder John Davey, held the office of vice president-operations coordinator before his election as vice chairman of the board. Davey is also president of the Davey Investment Company and will continue in that office. He served the company as president from 1946 through 1981 and as chairman of the board from 1968 until 1972. He is a member of the Board of Directors and the son of the late Martin L. Davey, who was president of Davey Tree for 23 years and a former governor of Ohio.

Dr. Lynne C. Thompson has been named an extension specialist and assistant professor in the department of entomology at Kansas State University, Manhattan. Thompson, was a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the University of Minnesota.

In announcing the appointment, Dr. Richard Sauer, entomology department head, said Thompson will add important expertise in forest, ornamental, and shade tree entomology to the department's extension entomology programs.

A native of Minnesota, Thompson, earned a Ph.D degree in entomology from the University of Minnesota in 1976. He received an M.S. degree in entomology in 1973, also from the University of Minnesota. He received his B.S. degree in entomology in 1970 from Kansas State University.

Terry Anstett has been named Outdoor Power Equipment Group director of manufacturing by Toro Company Group Vice President K. B. Melrose. Anstett has been general manager of the Toro plant in Windom, Minn., since 1975.

Anstett was previously director of manufacturing engineering for the outdoor power equipment group. Before joining Toro he was manager of manufacturing engineering for Wheel Horse Co., South Bend, Ind., and a quality control engineer for General Electric.

Thomas M. Carter has joined Jacobsen Manufacturing Co., as manager of engineering for the Turf Products Div., according to Howard L. McPherson, vice president and general manager of the division.

Carter will be responsible for the design and development of new products, improving current equipment, field and in-plant testing, experimental programs and cost analysis and comparison.

Carter was previously chief engineer for Van Dale, Inc., Long Lake, Minn., a farm equipment firm. He is a member of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers.

John F. Frawley, vice president of AMAX Inc., has been elected chairman of the board of the Potash/Phosphate Institute, Atlanta, Ga. Frawley is also a director of Roan Consolidated Mines Ltd.

Boyd R. Willett, president of Kalium Chemicals Div. of PPG Industries, Canada, was elected vice chairman of the board of PPI.

The announcements were made by outgoing board chairman D. R. Gidney, president of the Potash Co., of America.

Joel H. Stonecipher has been named Western district sales manager for specially and technical products for Elanco Products Company, the agricultural marketing division of Eli Lilly and Company. He will be located in the Dallas, Texas area according to R. W. Collins, sales manager.

Stonecipher has been serving as a marketing planning advisor for Spike® at Elanco's corporate headquarters in Indianapolis, Indiana. He joined the company in 1965 as a sales representative, was promoted to a district manager in 1967, and named a marketing communications advisor in 1972.
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**Weeds Trees and Turf** is glad to answer your questions or publish your comments on any green industry topic. Questions will be answered by industry experts in the Vegetation Management or Proscape columns. Comments will appear in the Letters or Viewpoint columns. Mail this postpaid card today.
There are 785 different tree species...

And they all thrive on

Ross Super Tree Stakes and
Ross Super Fruit Tree Stakes!

Dependable Ross Super TREE STAKES provide once-a-year feeding of trees, shrubs, and evergreens with a high food value analysis of 16-10-9 PLUS iron and zinc formulation.

New Ross FRUIT TREE STAKES contain 16-5-10 PLUS iron and zinc to provide precise, pre-measured feeding of all fruit trees: apple, pear, apricot, plum, peach, cherry, all citrus, berries and fruit bearing shrubs.

Each commercial case contains approximately 155 stakes ... enough to feed more than 35 trees of 3" diameter. There are 20 solid nylon pounding caps to simplify driving into the toughest soil.

For best results, place stakes at drip line of tree, using three stakes for every 2" of trunk diameter. Water does the rest, carrying plant food to the feeder roots.

Two great once-a-year formulas . . .
- 16-10-9 For Beautiful Trees & Evergreens
- 16-5-10 For bigger, better Fruit

Contact your nearest Ross Daniels distributor for Ross Super Tree Stakes and Ross Super Fruit Tree Stakes. If unavailable in your area, order direct from: ROSS DANIELS, INC., P.O. Box 430, West Des Moines, Iowa 50265. Use this coupon to order.

Your name
Organization
Address
City State Zip

Make check payable to Ross Daniels, Inc.
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A Federal grand jury in Chicago has issued an 11-count indictment against Velsicol Chemical Corp. and six of its attorneys and employees. The counts include conspiracy to defraud, concealment of material facts, and failure to submit animal data during the chlordane/heptachlor hearings.

A Velsicol spokesman said the indictments came as a shock and that they are "indictments," not convictions.

Among those charged were past and present employees and lawyers retained by Velsicol for the chlordane hearings. Possible penalties range from 20 years incarceration and $31,000 fine to 55 years incarceration and $83,000 fine.

The hearings in the cancellation phase of chlordane are in final stages with a final decision due in February. Talks to reach a settlement are now underway.

The general feeling in industries using chlordane is that the product is often the most effective for some uses and completely safe when used by a trained and competent applicator. Velsicol has done basically what EPA has asked it to do throughout the hearings. Since there are either few or no precedents to go by, and rarely does a chemical company attempt to defend a product under EPA's scrutiny to the extent Velsicol has, the word fraud is even more suspicious.

The fact that the grand jury is charging Velsicol with insufficient reporting may be more a factor of unclear data requests instead of a criminal intent to withhold information. Cancer data requirements are still vague and standards to make any safety judgement by are still undetermined.

TURF

Snow didn't scare Ohio turf show goers

Despite nearly ten inches of snow in two days, more than 1,200 persons interested in turf made it to Dayton for the Ohio Turf Conference in December. Fifty exhibitors received the full attention of delegates as the weather made staying indoors favorable.

The event started with a general turf session. Dr. Michael Hurdzan got right to the point as he explained how golf courses work to protect our natural resources. The Tennessee Valley Authority's research on sulfur-coated urea was discussed and slides showing its benefits as a slow release nitrogen source were shown. Robert Felix, Executive Director of the National Arborist Association pointed out the need for professional tree care in protecting those valuable aesthetic photosynthesizers. Tom Mascaro gave an insight to the value of the Turf Industry in Pennsylvania where it ranks as the second largest agricultural industry. Mr. Mascaro was of the opinion that it might rank first in Ohio.

The annual business meeting of the Ohio Turfgrass Foundation was sparsely attended in the afternoon. A general cry for more participation by members was called for by the president, Lou Greco. The planning of the 1977 conference was explained by committee chairmen, and new officers were elected. Merrill Frank is the new President-elect and Bill Hill was voted as the new vice president. Treasurer is Mark Yoder and Bill Burdick, Gene Buress and John Goodwin joined as new trustees.

The second day the group split into golf course and general grounds sessions. Some speakers presented their topics at both sessions so that nothing of relevance to either was lost. Dr. Harry Niemczyk's description of the Aetenius beetle's life cycle was particularly important. This is a relatively new discovery that is spreading and becoming more of a concern. Dr. Niemczyk, from the Entomology Department of OARDC, also explained an even newer pest discovery, that of the association of the winter grain mite with winter desiccation. The range of this mite is unknown at present and Dr. Niemczyk asked for assistance by notifying him if you discover this pest. It is a dark bodied mite and is easily distinguished by its red legs. Check for this mite next time you note winter desiccation.

The third day the general grounds session gave way to professional lawn services. Dr. Roger Funk of Davey Tree Services gave a rundown on soil pH and its adjustment and Herb Day discussed tank mixing of pesticides and pesticide fertilizer combination, among other topics.

The final morning the groups split again and many more areas specific to fine turf management
were put into perspective. Problems and the technology to control them are a necessary part of good turf management, as the attendance at this annual conference would indicate.

Throughout the show speakers were available at a special consultant's corner booth to answer questions.

**AGRONOMY**

**Watson is presented agronomic award**

The American Society of Agronomy has named Dr. James R. Watson as recipient of its 1977 Agronomic Service Award. Dr. Watson, vice president for customer relations of The Toro Company and that company's principal agronomist, is an internationally recognized expert on turfgrasses. He is the author of a number of articles dealing with various phases of turfgrass care and management. Dr. Watson's research has been concentrated on fertilization practices, winter protection techniques, snowmold prevention and the adaptability of various species and strains of turfgrasses.

Dr. Watson earned a bachelor of science degree in agronomy at Texas A & M University and his Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University. He is a member of the American Society of Agronomy and the Crop Science Society of America. Last year Dr. Watson received the United States Golf Association's Green Section Award for distinguished service to golf through his work with turfgrass.

The American Society of Agronomy, a 9,400-member scientific educational organization, established this award to recognize the development of agronomic programs and practices and effective public relations programs aimed at promoting the understanding and use of agronomic science and technology by the public.

**LANDSCAPE**

**Kentucky clinic to feature experts**

The Landscape/Garden Center Management Clinic, co-sponsored by the National Landscape Association and the Garden Centers of America, will be held February 5-8 at the Galt House in Louisville, Kentucky. The four day program will feature such authorities as Prof. James B. Sinatra, John Trocke, Eric P. McCarty, Tom McDonald, Jr., Melvin Brady, and Robert Garton.

Sunday afternoon, Feb. 5, is devoted to NLA Committee Meetings. A "How I Do It" session will be held in the evening featuring subjects such as "Efficient Planting," "Guarantees," "Design Sketches," Soil Additives" and "Mulches." Monday the focus is on landscape. Subjects include: What's Happening in Residential and Small Commercial Landscape Design, the NLA Awards Luncheon and Accounting for the Non-Accountant.

Tuesday is a day for everyone. New insights on communication: top management with middle and middle with top will be presented. Panel and group discussions plus a presentation on Analyzing Operating Costs will be offered.

Wednesday, the focus is on garden center operations. The theme for the day will be "New Challenges Facing the Nursery Industry" with session subjects such as: How to Sell a Half Million a Year and Net 15% in a Retail Nursery and How the Public Sees My Staff.

**NURSERY**

**Cal Poly alumni to create curriculum**

The Ornamental Horticulture/Park Administration (OHPA) Alumni Association of California State Polytechnic University at Pomona, is now working to establish a continuing education program for the professional and interested amateur in conjunction with Kellogg West, Cal Poly's Center for Continuing Education, according to James Prusa, newly elected president of the group.

Prusa also said unveiled OHPA plans have been formulated to benefit the rapidly expanding organization membership.

Other officers include Mary Olson of Environmental Care, vice president; Chris Greenwood of Armstrong Nurseries, secretary; Rodger Duer of Cal Poly, treasurer; and the following directors: Richard Greer of Pomona Wholesale Nursery, Donna Browne of Target Chemical Company, Ken Jones of Armstrong Nurseries and past president John Provine of the Los Angeles County Arboretum.

Persons interested in the OHPA alumni organization may contact the alumni affairs office at Cal Poly, Pomona, 714/598-4748, for further information.

**IRRIGATION**

**Andrus agrees with irrigation rule delay**

Secretary of Interior Cecil Andrus has agreed that the Bureau of Reclamation will postpone any final regulation regarding the use of federally funded irrigation water until March 1, 1978. Proposed regulations, issued by the Bureau on August 25, contained stringent acreage provisions (160 acre limit) and residency requirements that generated support for legislation calling for a moratorium on the implementation of the regulations pending a 12 month review of the present federal reclamation law.

**CHEMICALS**

**Mirex OK'd for fire ants in S.C.**

EPA has approved aerial application of Mirex to control fire ants in certain coastal South Carolina counties, provided that the State complies with modifications made by EPA in the S.C. plan.

The approval required that the treatment area be modified to prohibit aerial application: (1) "To any aquatic areas, except for intermittent streams where there is no flow and except for man-made or natural impoundments of water which do not exceed two acres in size and are not commercially fished. However, even these exempted waters should be avoided where possible." (2) "Where runoff or flooding will contaminate aquatic areas." (3) "In contiguous wooded areas except for a 100-yard swath contiguous to treated areas . . ."

The approval specified two Colleton County areas which cannot be treated. It also requires the State to perform human, environmental and application monitoring of the Mirex treatment and to have certification by a State official of an inspection for fire ant infestation.

**CHEMICALS**

**Trichem applies for fire ant product**

Trichem Industries Corporation has applied for a changed use pattern to register Trichem TCE. They propose that the use pattern of the pesticide, includes use as a fire ant fumigant.
Heptachlor/Chlordane Hearing To Close

The heptachlor/chlordane case is in its last stages after almost two years of hearings. A final decision by EPA Chief Administrative Law Judge Herbert L. Perlman will be due about the first week in February, 1978. EPA and Velsicol lawyers, meanwhile, are debating over some type of settlement agreement.

Officials were not optimistic about a settlement, but noted that the briefing schedule would be followed, regardless. Indications are that EPA and Velsicol will continue to try and work out some type of settlement even after their initial briefs are filed.

Some EPA officials seem to envision a settlement with some major uses, such as on corn, being continued for a while and then phased out. Because of the greater complexity of the heptachlor/chlordane controversy and the number of uses involved, many observers do not foresee a settlement.

Cadmium Extended, Benomyl RPAR Issued

A rebuttable presumption against registration against cadmium was extended to February 10. This RPAR effects 35 turf chemicals.

An RPAR against benomyl, a systematic fungicide used on turf and ornamentals, was noted in the December 6th Federal Register. Additional chemicals that have been designated for pre-RPAR reviews include: Dimilin, a gypsy moth insecticide; Telone, a soil fumigant and phosphorus paste, used in insecticides and rodenticides.

Du Pont Will Rebut EPA RPAR on Benomyl

The Du Pont Company has announced intentions to rebut the EPA notice concerning presumption against their product “Benlate” benomyl fungicide. Results from extensive scientific tests and from years of world-wide field use show that use of “Benlate” to protect food crops does not represent a risk to man or the environment, according to the company.

Grower, fieldman, and investigator comments and views on benefits of “Benlate” have been requested and will be of special interest to the EPA. Letters to the EPA should include specific information on crops and acreages treated, disease control experienced, benefits observed in terms of improved yield or improved quality, plus facts on previous (or alternate) ways to handle disease problems in various crops and economic value of crops protected.

Letters should be sent in triplicate to: EPA, Office of Pesticide Programs, Federal Register Section (WH-569), 401 M Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460. Letters should also carry the notation OPP-30000/23 for correct identification with the RPAR notice on “Benlate.”

Pennwalt Issued Experimental Use Permit

An experimental use permit has been issued to Pennwalt which allows use of approximately 5,114 pounds of an insecticide mixture of O,O-diethyl-O-(2-isopropyl-6-methyl-4-pyrimidinyl) phosphorothioate and aromatic petroleum solvent to evaluate control of insect varieties in residential, industrial, food processing and business sites, and on ornamental trees, shrubs and turf. The permit expires Oct. 14, 1978.

NEWS

NURSERY

AAN forms council for national promotion

The Nursery Marketing Council is the most recent addition to the activities of the American Association of Nurserymen. The council has been established to supply the nursery industry with professional market research and analysis and the resulting advertising and public relations to increase the sale of plant material and related products.

Forty-seven firms have agreed to participate so far. Each of the wholesale nursery growers will add 1/4 of 1% of value of plant material to all invoices under Nursery Marketing Council Contribution. If the customer honors this voluntary contribution, the grower will match it and forward the total to the NMC.

The NMC is managed by the staff of the AAN and supervised by its marketing Committee with ultimate authority resting in the Board of Directors.

J. Frank Schmidt, Jr., whose wholesale nursery operation is headquartered in Boring, Ore., is the first industry executive to take on a leadership role in the NMC. His assignment is to establish a committee responsible for enlisting early endorsement and support from a number of major wholesale growers nationwide. Schmidt hopes to build a $100,000 to $200,000 fund the first year to support NMC market research and the resulting consumer advertising.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, a 54-year-old marketing organization, which ranks 23rd among all U.S. agencies in billing volume, has been selected as the national advertising agency which will provide the consumer research and marketing services planned for the all-industry program of NMC.

TURF

Ohio research center to build rhizotron

The first turfgrass rhizotron is being constructed at turfgrass research plots maintained cooperatively by OARDC and Ohio State
Hunting down the Rain Bird Distributor Boys can be real rewarding.

Take the price on their heads, for example. Feature for feature the best bargains around.

That goes for all the other high quality Rain Bird hardware they handle—automatic controllers, Rain Guns, trickle irrigation components or anything else you need. Plus pipe, fittings and complete service facilities.

Got an installation problem? These quick-draw artists can whip out an installation drawing before you can count to .44.

So why take a shot in the dark? Set your sights on the gang that's been watering the world since 1933. The highly desirable Rain Bird Bunch.

Southern Franchise Turf Distributors

Arkansas
KEELING SUPPLY CO., PO. Box 778, No. Little Rock, AR 72115, (501) 945-4511

Florida
BANKS SUPPLY CO., 3149 3rd Ave. S. St., Petersburg, FL 33712, (813) 894-7467
BOYNTON PUMP & SUPPLY, INC., 313 N. Railroad Ave., Boynton Beach, FL 33438, (305) 732-9810
FLORIDA IRRIGATION SUPPLY, 118 Grant St., Orlando, FL 32802, (305) 425-6669
FLORIDA IRRIGATION SUPPLY, 2857 E. Hanson St., Ft. Myers, FL 33902, (813) 334-2225
TIECO GULFCOAST, INC., 3840 Hopkins St., Pensacola, FL 32505, (904) 438-4997

Georgia
LAWN & TURF, INC., PO. Box 480, Conyers, GA 30030, (404) 483-4743

Louisiana
SOUTHERN SPECIALTIES SALES, 617 N. Broad Ave., New Orleans, LA 70179, (504) 486-6101

North Carolina
PORTER BROS., INC., 1005 E. Dixon Blvd., Shelby, NC 28150, (704) 482-3424

Oklahoma
PAUL BLAKENEY CO., 330 NE 36th St., Oklahoma City, OK 73106, (405) 528-7577
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION 7039 E. 40th St., S., Tulsa, OK 74145, (918) 627-7272

South Carolina
SIMMONS DIESEL & EQUIPMENT, P.O. Box 18, Walterboro, SC 29480, (803) 549-5566

Tennessee
DELTA IRRIGATION, P.O. Box 500, Memphis, TN 38101, (901) 525-2736
TIECO, INC., 900 South St., Nashville, TN 37203, (615) 255-2146

Texas
ALAMO MACHINERY, 946 Coliseum, San Antonio, TX 78208, (512) 226-8219
B & C TURF EQUIPMENT CO., 6257 Airport Rd., El Paso, TX 79925, (915) 778-6718
HYDROTEx IRRIGATION SUPPLY, 2820 Ladybird Ln., Dallas, TX 75220, (214) 358-1228
TEXLINE, 38th & West County Rd., Odessa, TX 79760, (915) 362-6369
WESTERN INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY, 1220 W. Fifth, Amarillo, TX 79105, (806) 376-8467

Rain Bird®
Bringing new ideas to life.

Rain Bird is a registered trademark of Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg. Corp., Glendora, California.
Environmental concern and EPA regulations make it impossible for an applicator to even contemplate a mistake involving chemicals. It is of the utmost importance that a competent applicator select and use the best equipment in a manner consistent with the environment and the pest to be controlled. While equipment varies, there are general guidelines for choosing a rig that will do the job for you.

A sprayer should be designed for the particular use intended. It should be a quality piece of machinery that is easy to fill, operate and clean. There are basically three types of large sprayers.

### Low Pressure Boom Sprayers

This type of sprayer is designed to deliver a low to medium volume of spray at approximately 15 to 50 PSI. The advantages include relatively low cost, versatility and a medium to high capacity. They are limited by a low output if high volume is required. Low pressure tends to limit pesticide penetration into the foliage. There has also been some problems with agitation in this type of sprayer.

### Hydraulic Sprayers

Hydraulic, or high pressure, sprayers are designed to spray large volumes of material at high pressures. Their advantages include being well built to withstand the higher pressures. They can also be converted to low pressure spraying with the proper pressure regulators.

### Air Blast Sprayers

Also called mist sprayers or foggers, these units use a high speed, fan-driven stream of air to produce a fine mist that moves with the air stream. This stream can then be directed to either or both sides as the unit moves forward. Most of these types of sprayers can be adapted to apply either high or low volumes.

Because of the higher pressures used, often as much as 350 psi, good penetration and coverage are advantages gained. There is also low pump pressure. Pumps can move as little as 10 gallons per minute. However, because of the fine mist produced, there is a tendency towards more drift. It is also hard to limit the spray to the target area.

### Tanks

A spray tank should have a large opening for filling and cleaning. This is essential for economic use. In addition, the tank should have qualities that will withstand the corrosion of any chemical you might use in it.

The tank should have a good, easily accessible drain. You should be able to quickly flush the tank, pump, lines and nozzles after a day's use. Make sure the gauges can be read easily and quickly.

Pumps, strainers and hoses should be selected with the thought in mind that the tank is only as good as its parts allow it to be.

Pumps should be of adequate strength to supply pressures for all of your spraying needs. They should resist corrosion and abrasion. You should use the right pump with the right material. For example, wettable powder formations will quickly destroy a gear drive pump.

### Agitation

Agitation systems have traditionally been limited in their effect. Bypass agitation can be good enough for solutions and emulsions but it is best to use either jet or mechanical agitation for wettable powders. Mechanical agitation has been the best way to assure the best possible agitation. Work is being done on a sparge-line agitation system that is showing much promise. Basically this system picks up material from the bottom of the tank and, by means of a turbine pump, recirculates the material, via sparge-lines, back into the top of the mixture.

### Nozzles

The standard nozzle used on boom sprayers is the flat fan with tapered edges. Spaced at regular intervals across the length of the boom, these nozzles provide an overlapping, tapered edge that produces an even spray the length of the boom. These nozzles have degrees of spraying angles that allow variation in their separation width, and boom height. For example, a series of 80 degree nozzles...
Wow. Now you can "Weed and..."

Announcing an important new turf renovation program for Roundup® herbicide.

Turf renovation has to be one of the most inconvenient and unpopular projects for a grounds superintendent.

Now there's a painless way to renovate a weedy fairway, sod farm or other grassy area—without heavy tillage.

"Translocation" is the key.
Roundup is applied to the weed foliage, absorbed through the leaf surface, and "translocated" throughout the entire plant. In this way, Roundup effectively controls most weeds—right down to the roots and rhizomes.

Roundup has no residual soil activity.
That's why you can go in seven days later and re-plant. And Roundup won't wash or leach from the treated area to injure desirable vegetation. Naturally, normal precautions should be observed to avoid spray drift.
Re-seed” in a matter of days.

It’s with a turf renovation program involving Roundup® herbicide by Monsanto. Roundup will control many annual and perennial grasses and broadleaf weeds. Yet, as soon as seven days after treatment (to allow time for translocation), you can proceed with your tillage and planting operations.

Roundup. The herbicide that gets to the root of the problem.
To learn about a turf renovation program suited to your needs, write: “Turf Renovation,” Monsanto Agricultural Products Company, C3NF, 800 North Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo. 63166.

Roundup controls many emerged annual and perennial grasses and weeds.
Including bluegrass, bermudagrass, quackgrass, bindweed, johnsongrass, fescues, and vaseygrass.

There’s never been a herbicide like this before.
Manhattan Perennial Ryegrass has those desirable characteristics long sought in a turf grass. Consider these data facts in your turf program:

- Superior fast establishment.
- Long term performance.
- Depth of crown assures better recovery from turf damage, greater wear tolerance, holds better under short mowing.
- Good density . . . more competitive with unwanted weeds and grasses.
- Less thatch development.
- Maintains vegetative tillers.
- Performs better in fall, later in spring and summer.
- Resistant to brown patch.
- Dark green color.
- Deep rooted, requires less water.
- Fine leafed.

Manhattan fine leaf perennial ryegrass is the versatile grass. Excellent for golf tees and fairways, parks and athletic fields, home lawns. Developed at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, grown in Oregon under rigid certification and quality control.

For more information write:
Manhattan Ryegrass
Growers Association
1349 Capital N.E.
Salem, OR 97303
Distributed by:
Whitney Dickinson Seeds, Inc.
52 Leslie Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14240

“TURFTYPE” PERENNIAL RYEGRASS

“The Versatile Grass for Professional Use”
Spray systems

Mistblowers

by William Burdick, Canterbury Country Club, Beachwood, Ohio

We started mist blow spraying at Canterbury about five years ago and it has developed into our primary means of applying fungicides to fairways.

The equipment we're using is a small, three point hitch mist blower from Myers. We bought this machine in 1972, more or less as an insurance policy, in case during our PGA championship in 1973 we had to get out there and do a fast spray job. We didn't buy it to be our primary piece of spray application equipment, although it has turned out that way.

The biggest factor in favor of mist spraying is time saved. With a boom system it was taking us anywhere from a day to a day and a half, with play on the golf course, to spray all our fairways. With the mist blower we've gotten that time down to two and a half hours or five hours, depending upon the method we're using.

Our program at Canterbury is to spray each week, and we do this religiously. We use all chemicals at half rate. We've found this to be very effective since we spray once per week.

The first week we'll spray down the center of the fairway blowing out both sides of the machine. Our fairways average 90-120 ft. wide and we can easily cover that.

The second week, and this is where we came up with five hours as opposed to the two and a half hours, we'll spray one side of the fairway, then back up the other. We're actually getting double coverage that way, still using the chemical at half rate. We also find that there is a benefit because the machine has a boom directly underneath the tractor.

If we have to operate in a wind of more than six miles per hour we're losing a great deal of effectiveness. The operator can, however, become accustomed to using the wind to some advantage.

Morning applications are of benefit because of the dew. We're using 20 gallons per acre so we like to spray in the early morning when we have dew cover. I can't honestly say we've seen any noticeable difference in the amount of control between spraying on mornings when we do or don't have dew.

One of the disadvantages of this early morning application is the noise level. The fan on the sprayer plus the high tractor rpm that's needed are loud. We've had few complaints but if you have close neighbors or apartment buildings, I'm sure that this could be a problem.

An advantage of mist spraying is that the machine can be operated in almost any kind of weather condition. If you have a very wet situation you don't have to drive on the fairway — you can drive down the sides. This has saved us many times. In a pythium situation, we can get out there after any kind of rain storm, doing no damage to the fine turf, and still getting a beautiful application of chemicals.

I think the mist blower is pretty much goof-proof. We've had no trouble at all with calibration. All you have to do is know your ground speed and pump pressure and the nozzle size takes care of the rest.

It's also a very low maintenance piece of equipment. I think the biggest problem, or the thing that you have to watch the closest, is nozzle size and wear, because you're operating at about 350 lbs. of pressure.

We were using brass tee-jet nozzles and found that we could only spray 18 holes of fairways about twice before changing nozzles. Since then we've changed to the same round steel nozzle that we use in the blower manifold and we only have to change those about twice a season.

There are many different types of stainless steel and hardened steel nozzles that can be used. It becomes a systematic thing to know exactly how much chemical we're going to use on an 18 hole fairway application. For example, if we don't have that extra 10 gallons left over to spray the practice tee area, we know it's time to change those nozzles.

Unlike boom spraying, where you're operating at low pressure nozzle clogging is not a problem.

The mist blower solved the problem of disease control in rough areas around our greens where it's just too tight to get any kind of boom spray equipment in. We can go up around the green very easily and we do this about three times a year. If we get into a situation where we can't get on the green or tee to spray with our regular equipment, we can give it enough of a shot with the mist blower to hold until the weather dries up.

We used to find that leaves were a problem on the fairway. A lot of times we were putting more chemical on the leaves than we were on the grass. We didn't have time to get out and clean them up before we sprayed. With the most blower there was enough air blast to get the fungus to the turf.

One of the primary things you must do is to be sure your operator has the proper protective clothing. We require they wear a rubber suit and respirator. We also require them to take a shower as soon as they are finished spraying. WTT
solid cone; to minimize drift use either a flooding fan or whirl-chamber hollow cone and keep operating pressures low (below 30 ps.).

Nozzles are made from many different materials. The best buy is the cheapest that will withstand your use of it. Brass is the most inexpensive, but also wears the quickest. If you are using an abrasive material, brass will not last long. Stainless steel is more expensive, but will resist corrosion and abrasion, especially if hardened. Plastic also resists corrosion and abrasion, but tends to swell when exposed to some solvents. Aluminum resists some corrosive materials but is easily corroded by some fertilizers. Tungsten carbide and ceramic nozzles are highly resistant to corrosion and abrasion, but are also expensive.

Nozzles should periodically be checked for uniformity of application. This can be accomplished by allowing each nozzle to fill a calibrated jar in a specified time. A nozzle should be replaced if its flow is 5% more or less than the average.

A good way to check nozzle pattern is to spray water over a stretch of asphalt. Watch for streaks as you increase speed or the spray dries. Replace any nozzle that has a faulty pattern. Nozzles should never be cleaned with any material that is as hard as, or harder, than the material of the nozzle. A toothpick works best.

Sprayer Calibration

There are many ways to calibrate a sprayer. Some are more difficult than others and some are downright abstract. One of the simplest methods is to fill the spray tanks and spray for a specified distance. Then measure, in gallons, the amount it takes to refill the tank.

Determine the total square feet in the test area by multiplying the spray width by the length of the area. A simple ratio can be set up and the total square feet one tank will spray can be calculated.

For example: If your spray width is 10 feet and you spray for 1000 feet, your test area is 10 feet X 1000 feet, or 10,000 square feet. If it took 10 gallons to spray that area, you set up a ratio as follows:

10 gallons to refill spray tank after one pass = 100,000 square foot test area

Which equals:

100 gallons in a full spray tank

unknown area that a full tank will cover

Then: 100 gallons in a full tank X 10,000 square foot test area or 1,000,000 gallons square feet equals 10 gallons to refill the tank times the unknown area. Dividing 1,000,000 gallons square feet by 10 gallons gives and unknown area equal to 100,000 square feet.

Chemical regulations is the first law of mixing pesticides in any spray tank. According to the EPA regulations, a mixture is handled as if it were a new pesticide. If the label does not indicate a combination, then one should not be prepared.

There are, however, other aspects of tank mixing that should be considered also. Incompatibility of chemicals is a common problem. Incompatibility can be the result of a reaction between the components of a mixture, or it may be caused mechanically, as with flocculation, or one chemical can be absorbed and treated preferentially by the carrier of another. In any case, the properties of the chemicals are altered and you risk losing effectiveness, or worse yet, plant damage.

Wettable powders are generally well adopted for use in mixes. Emulsions may cause flocculation. The application of pesticides as solutions can cause some problems. The fact that the compound is water soluble often increases the chances of a reaction when mixed with other compounds.

It is possible to overcome in compatibility problems by the use of a proper adjuvant. Improper use of an adjuvant however, can also cause damage. Adjuvants can also eliminate the selectivity of herbicides thus causing plant injury.

It is possible to pre-check the stability and compatibility of various chemicals. By using conversion figures, determine the amount of chemical needed to mix one pint of chemical spray mixture. Mix one pint in a quart jar, using the same procedures you would if it was the spray tank. Put a lid on the jar and shake until the mixture is well dispersed.

If the materials remain in suspension for a reasonable period of time or if they are easily dispersed by shaking, good agitation in the spray tank will ensure even spray coverage.

If, however, the chemicals rapidly settle to the bottom of the jar or form a messy precipitate, further testing with an adjuvant is necessary.

Prepare the same mixture in a second jar and add approximately ½ teaspoon of the proper adjuvant (check with your dealer first). Again, shake and observe the results. If they are not satisfactory, you may continue testing by altering the amount of adjuvant or changing to a different one. If the results remain unsatisfactory, do not attempt to use that mixture in your spray tank.

Alkaline Hydrolysis

Alkaline hydrolysis is the process whereby a chemical mixed with water of sufficient alkalinity undergoes a reaction that destroys that chemical’s effectiveness. In many areas of the U.S. the water has sufficient alkalinity to cause such a reaction.

If you suspect your water, it is best to have the pH determined by a testing laboratory using a pH meter. Standard litmus paper and color strips may often be off as much as one or two pH units.

If the water pH is higher than 7.5, it is enough to affect some pesticides. In general, insecticides are affected more severely than are fungicides or herbicides. Carbamates and organophosphates are broken down more rapidly than are chlorinated hydrocarbons.

Adjuvants, again, are the answer. Sold specifically for this purpose, they can lower the pH of...
Bolens® Mulching Mowers.

They cut the grass and the work load.

In one pass.

- The Bolens Mulching Mowers take care of the clippings. So your crew won’t get stuck with extra clean-up. And you won’t get stuck with extra costs.

- The unique Bolens Mulching Mower cuts and recuts the clippings into tiny particles, and then throws them back into the turf. Providing an invisible, nitrogen-rich mulch.* So there’s no raking, bagging or hauling involved. And less lawn feeding to do. Your crew can move on to other jobs. And you’ll be saving on fertilizer.

- Models are specially built for commercial and institutional use. Straight-thru steel axles, rugged all-steel deck, tough one-piece handle and positive cutting height adjustment.

- The Bolens Chain Drive Tiller. The tiller designed to spend long, hard hours out on the job. Not in the shop. Our 3 and 5 hp models feature fully enclosed drives that seal in the oil bath lubrication and seal out dirt. Cuts down on maintenance. And delivers plenty of power to the heavy-duty slasher tines. Or to a whole array of optional attachments that converts it to a walk-behind tractor. Controls are center-mounted on console for safety.

- Bolens Mulching Mowers and Chain Drive Tillers. Built to be tough on the job. Not your crew.

See the complete line of Bolens commercial power equipment at your nearest dealer. For his name and address, call 800-447-4700 toll-free anytime (in Illinois, call 800-322-4400). FMC Corporation, Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074.

*Bolens Mulching Mower is a Trademark of FMC Corporation. © 1977 by FMC Corporation.
your water into the more acceptable 4-6 pH range. Consult your pesticide dealer for a compatible adjuvant for this purpose.

Fungicides containing copper would not have the water adjust for pH. The acidity may cause enough copper to solubilize that it will cause plant injury. Sprays containing lime should not be acidified for obvious reasons.

**Disposal of Pesticide Containers.**

EPA regulations call for no pesticide related materials to be disposed of by open dumping, open burning (except small quantities of combustible containers not in excess of 50 pounds, or those emptied in a single work day — whichever is less and which did not originally contain organic forms of mercury, lead, cadmium, arsenic, beryllium or selenium), or water dumping.

However, it is interesting that the EPA would state in its publication that “Since adequate disposal sites and the necessary facilities are not readily available nationwide, and since significant information gaps exist which make it infeasible to write specific criteria for certain disposal methods; and procedures, prescriptive regulations requiring specific methods of disposal should not be insured at this time. The Agency has, however, elected to issue prohibitionary regulations to limit and constrain the worst acts listed above.”

---

**Helicopter spraying** by Charles H. Tadge, Mayfield Country Club, South Euclid, Ohio

We've been using an aerial program at Mayfield, primarily for fungicide application, for the past eight years.

Shortly after moving to Mayfield in 1967 it became evident to me that a regular, preventative fungicide program was necessary since our turf was a combination of bentgrass and Poa annua, the greater portion being poa.

Mayfield was built on very rugged terrain. There are numerous steep slopes on the fairways. This makes pulling tractor drawn spray rigs very difficult. In those early years we were cursed — we’re always cursed with poorly drained heavy clay soils — but in those early years we seemed to be cursed with perpetual wet weather. This really made spraying and even mowing difficult to accomplish without damaging the turf surface.

Our three primary fungal problems were and continue to be Helminthosporium leaf spot, dollar-spot, and snow mold.

We tried substituting a boomjet spray rig for our regular boom rig. This gave us better coverage and consequently fewer passes on the fairway and fewer tracks, but still it was more susceptible to wind drift and not quite as exact, and it still didn't completely eliminate the problem of traversing the hills and subsequent marking of the surface.

In 1969, we became aware of a helicopter spraying service that was available in northern Ohio. Several courses were using their services and opinions were varied but mostly favorable.

During the winter of 1969-70, we found that snow mold incidence on our fairways was quite severe, despite treatment the previous fall. On the first of March snow coverage melted, but the snow mold fungi were still active. With more cold weather and snow very probable, it was imperative that we treat the fairways. Ground conditions were such that we couldn’t drive on the course with anything so arrangements were made for the helicopter to come in and spray our fairways. This was done on March 3, 1970.

We were so impressed with the apparent coverage and speed of completion that we decided to try a complete program in 1970. That year they charged us $160 per application and we furnished the chemicals. As might be expected, next year the price rose to $240 per spray. Due to both price increase and the unavailability of the helicopter on a few occasions when we needed it, we only used the spray two times in 1971.

After carefully analyzing the relative cost, we felt we could still justify aerial spraying and we went back to a complete program in 1972. We have continued the service on a regular basis since 1972 with an average of about eight sprays per year.

We don’t rely 100 percent on the aerial spray program. Like any course we’ve got perennial trouble spots where disease, particularly dollar spot, seems to persist, so periodically we’ll touch up these areas as needed with our boom spray.

We’re presently the only course in northern Ohio that’s using an aerial spray program on a regular basis. Several courses have used the service occasionally for spraying fungicides. Two courses have been sprayed for grubs and report good control. They have also sprayed one course for broadleaf weeds on fairways with good success. Usually once a summer we’ve had Mayfield sprayed for control of mosquitos.

Continues on page 25
For Turf Professionals and Home Gardeners,

**Adelphi**

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

(U.S. Plant Patent No. 3150)

is, truly...a "GIANT STEP" IN TURF

RATED OUTSTANDING FOR OVERALL PERFORMANCE...in actual use ...BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW AND GROW GREAT GRASS.

Put into proper perspective, many of man's achievements are "giant steps"...none as dramatic as the conquest of the moon and space.

In the world of turf, "ADELPHI" Kentucky Bluegrass is the giant step of the decade. Its rich, darker green color, its excellent density, its good resistance to disease...have been bred right into it by man. Its acceptance has been virtually universal. "ADELPHI"...on golf courses, athletic fields and on beautiful lawns everywhere.

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TOOK THE GIANT STEP IN TURF? ...TO ADELPHI.

FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT:

J & L ADIKES, Inc.
Jamaica, N.Y. 11423

JONATHAN GREEN & SONS
Farmingdale, N.J. 07727

NORTHRUP KING CO.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55413

VAUGHAN-JACKLIN CORP.
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 • Downers Grove, Ill. 60515
Spokane, Wa. 99213

Canadian Inquiries: National-NK Seeds Ltd., Box 485, Kitchener, Ont.

Rothwell Seeds Ltd., Box 511, Lindsay, Ont.

Other International Inquiries: Northrup King Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 55413
Here's rugged, economical power for landscaping, snow removal, mowing, materials handling and other work. 44 net SAE horsepower Ford diesel or gasoline engine. A wide range of options let you tailor the Ford 335 to meet your needs and your budget; transmission and PTO options, differential lock, 3-point hitch/hydraulics, 5/8-cubic-yard loader, tire options, etc. Count on your Ford tractor and equipment dealer for sales and service. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Tractor Dealers" and/or "Contractors' Equipment and Supplies". See him soon.

Fast, precise landscaping. Ford 3-point hitch and hydraulics (optional) with twin lever controls. Response is smooth and accurate with fine increments of adjustment.

Digging power. 10-foot Ford backhoe (optional) handy for ditching, digging transplanting sites, constructing irrigation lines. Rugged, fast-working backhoe.

FORD TRACTORS
Probably the greatest single factor in the success of an aerial application is the effective performance of the pilot. We’ve been fortunate to have the same pilot over the past several years. He learned to fly in the service, had quite a bit of experience in Vietnam, and is very capable and conscientious. Last winter he became the owner of the company.

Actual spraying time involved at Mayfield has been about an hour, with an equal amount of time needed for filling and mixing chemicals. The helicopter is calibrated for an application of five gallons per acre at 35 miles per hour. Effective swath is 40 feet. Droplet size is very fine. Proper droplet size is very important to take advantage of the rotor wake and also to minimize drift.

Naturally, wind is a very significant factor. We try to spray when the wind is five miles per hour or less.

The helicopter is like a giant airblast machine. Several million cubic feet of air are moved rearward and downward during flight. When flown at heights of less than 10 feet, the rotor wake effectively drives the material into the foliage. Swath width increases as height above the ground increases, but drift potential also increases.

There are curls formed at the ends of the rotor wake called vortices that disappear last into the foliage, presenting a reliable, visible indication of swath width at air speeds of less than 35 miles per hour.

The helicopter’s maneuverability and agility to work in close spaces is a paramount asset. We found that pocketed greens may get too much material if the helicopter backs into the pocket and then sprays out from a standstill position. This can be eliminated by coming in over the trees and suddenly dropping down to the surface to be sprayed. You have to have a good pilot for this. Some pilots don’t want to use this technique.

The cost for spraying is presently $300 per application. An analysis has shown that spraying with our equipment would cost between $170 and $200 per application. This includes wages, payroll taxes, gasoline, equipment maintenance, and depreciation. This still falls short of the $300 price we pay for aerial spraying, but there are other factors to consider. It frees a key employee and tractor to perform other tasks. No ruts, soil compaction, or tire spins ever occur, no matter how wet the soil surface may be. When adverse weather threatens and fungal diseases are active or imminent, the spraying can be accomplished very quickly.

The prime question which must be asked is how much is it worth to have all the fairways and greens sprayed in one hour with no tractor sprayer interfering with the golfers or other maintenance operations. We feel these factors justify the added cost for aerial spray.

Another factor that might be worth considering for some courses would be the use of EPA restricted chemicals. If the course personnel were not certified to apply these chemicals, the helicopter service could be contracted to perform the function. All hazards inherent with the handling of the materials could be born by the aerial spraying applicator.

In conclusion, aerial spraying by helicopter may not be the ultimate answer. It may not fill everyone’s needs, but at Mayfield we are well satisfied with the results we have experienced. WTT
Soils are composed of particles of an infinite variety of sizes and shapes. The soil profile, as described and classified by state and national surveys, is the result of gradual changes that have occurred during soil formation. More than 7,000 natural soil types have been identified and classified in the USA. Indiana has 36 groups of soils which include more than 700 types. A soil is typed according to its texture — sand, silt, clay. Soil types also reflect the parent material, drainage, climate, and vegetative growth associated with the soil during its formation.

Organic matter, the residue of plant decay, creates specific characteristics in the soil profile. The tall grasses of the prairies helped to create the deep black topsoils. The northern pine forests on the sandy soils in Michigan helped to create a leached organic upper and a dense lower soil horizon. Soils under hardwood forests are medium dark because they contain medium amounts of humus. Soils developed under low rainfall and high temperatures have little organic matter.

A. Source Of Parent Material

An infinite variety of physical and chemical forces have combined to create the different soils. Some of these forces are volcanic eruptions, freeze and thaw, mountain stream erosion and flash floods. Those big rough boulders of the mountain streams eventually become the gravel of the river, the sand of the shoreline, the silt and clay of the flood plain and the clay of the delta and the ocean floor. The process of erosion, grinding, wearing and sorting helps to produce many soil types.

Freezing and thawing as a weathering process is powerful. As water freezes it expands 9% or 1/11th of its volume. Every chip, crack or crevice becomes a pressure point. As the rock flakes, its surface is exposed to the weather's attack on its solidarity. Weathering is a process affecting all particles, tending to continuously subdivide them. This earth's covering is thin because weathering is primarily a surface phenomena.

The natural processes of soil formation are continuously at work. When soil particles are moved by water, gravel and sand particles settle quickly but move as the currents change. Clay settles slowly, and as a result, moves into deeper water where dense layers are formed. Periodically, a flood of incoming water contributes silt and sand to the clay layers. Eventually, the water level changes, the lakes dry up, the poorly drained flat plain is left with productive clay or clay loam soils.

In portions of Canada and central United States the glaciers of the ice age moved the material that other forces had assembled. Boulders were transported hundreds of miles, topsoil was stripped to bedrock (some areas in Canada), lakes were gorged (Finger Lakes of New York), old river valleys were buried (Teas River of Indiana), and new rivers formed (Ohio River). As the glaciers melted, their terminal moraines became gravel and sand deposits. Undulating as well as level land was left stony, or, in some cases, remarkably free of stones. Large gravel and sand deposits were created by the sweeping power of outwash. Winds play a continuing part in soil deposition or structure. The huge loess deposits downwind (east) of the Mississippi River, the sand ridges along creeks and lakes, and the sorting process across the deserts all illustrate the force of the wind.

Vegetation tends to stabilize soil surfaces as well as to produce organic matter for a multitude
Recreational lakes, ponds and streams are meant to be fun places. Not choked with unwanted water weeds or ugly algae. Now, Pennwalt offers two great aquatic herbicides that clean up these problems—fast and effectively.

Meet Aquathol® K and Hydrothol® 191 aquatic herbicides. Aquathol K is available as a liquid or granular. It controls weeds efficiently and quickly. In fact, you can swim in lakes treated with Aquathol K 24 hours after application. And treated water can be used immediately for golf course irrigation without harm to bentgrass turf. Hydrothol 191 does even more. It controls both weeds and algae. And after treatment, there's no waiting period for swimming. Put Aquathol K or Hydrothol 191 to work for you.

For a cleaner, prettier lake.

For more information, contact AGCHEM DIVISION, PENNWALT CORPORATION, 1630 E. SHAW AVE., FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93710 (209) 226-8400.

* All pesticides can be harmful. Read the label carefully and use only as directed.
of organisms. As these organisms feed and die they effectively contribute to the granulating and structure creating processes of soils. The decay of plant parts accompanying the release and recycling of elements used in plant growth are fascinating conservation phenomena.

Chemicals and clays carried into the oceans gradually become sedimentary layers of limestone, sandstone, shale and other rocks. When lifted by geological forces, such as earthquakes, the new land exposed joins in this cycle of constant change.

Chemical processes, such as oxidation, solution, hydration, and carbonization, are constant acting factors making soil formation a continuous process. The result is the textured and structured soil that anchors the plant and serves as a reservoir of nutrients, water and air.

The different layers or horizons constitute the soil profile. The "A" layer of the profile is the zone of organic accumulation, the darker colored, structured topsoil. The second layer or "B" horizon, is made of clays and other fine particles collected as fragipans, or dense clay layers and subsoils. The "C" horizon is the parent material, which has been less affected by weather, water and organic matter interactions.

Many soils of western North America tend to be less developed since they have received limited water action in the recent geologic past.

B. Soil Texture

The sizes and shapes of soil particles determine the soil texture. The infinite variety of sizes are classified as colloids, clay, silt, sand, gravel and stone. Clay, silt and sand contribute most to soil-plant relationships.

B-1. Soil Texture Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil separate</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Particles/gm</th>
<th>Surface area in 1 g.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>sq. cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse gravel</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fine gravel</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very coarse sand</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse sand</td>
<td>1.0-0.5</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium sand</td>
<td>0.5-0.25</td>
<td>5,700</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fine sand</td>
<td>0.25-0.1</td>
<td>46,000</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very fine sand</td>
<td>0.10-0.05</td>
<td>722,000</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silt</td>
<td>0.05-0.02</td>
<td>5,776,000</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clay</td>
<td>below 0.002</td>
<td>90,260,853,000</td>
<td>8,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intermix of particles has been classified into soil types based on the predominance of the fractions involved. (See Fig. 2). Sandy clay loam soil has only 20% clay but it is identified as such because clay particles characteristically standout. A soil must have more than 50% sand before it can exhibit the characteristics of a sandy soil. Silt particles act individually unless captured as organic aggregates or fragipans.

Cracking and fracturing of the soil is minimized when the clay content is less than 30% and is diluted with sand and silt.

C. Soil Structure

Soil structure is determined by the arrangement of soil particles within aggregates, granules and clods. Cations, colloids and humus contribute to their formation and stability.

Most clays have a net negative charge which allows the particles to join with positively charged ions such as calcium (+2). Bacteria and fungi produce secretions and decaying plants release compounds which cement particles together.

D. Topsoil

A medium sandy loam topsoil containing sufficient organic matter (5-10% by volume or 2-3% by dry weight) should be well granulated. The degree of granulation is expressed as the percent of the silt and clay content occurring as aggregates. A soil with 60% aggregates is considered to have good structure.

Aggregates of soils created by binding agents, colloids, cations, humic acids, and decaying organic matter are more stable to the forces of water. In comparison, aggregates formed by physical forces such as wetting and drying, freezing and thawing, and/or tillage operations are relative unstable.

In general, topsoils which drain well enough to allow air into at least 25% of the pore space (or 10% of volume) within twelve hours of saturation are considered satisfactory for most uses.

E. Topsoil Standard

The British (B.S. 3882:1965 of British Standards Institution) have identified topsoil into categories:

Topsoil is the existing surface layer of grassland or cultivated land. It is usually a darker shade of brown to black because of its organic matter content mixed with the mineral matter. Topsoil tends to be friable and show some degree of porosity.
Clean, easy, effective weed control, right to bare ground. In one treatment. Use OXY UREABOR granules. Spread it on and forget your weed control problems for a whole season or longer. Call or write Industrial Herbicides Manager for more information.

Occidental Chemical Company
P. O. Box 5337, Houston, Texas 77012 (713) 477-8811
P. O. Box 198, Lathrop, California 95330 (209) 858-2511

Carefully read label instructions before using Oxy Ureabor.
Topsoil texture may be classified as:

Light topsoil contains a high proportion of sand. It may be possible to mold it when moist, but it will lack cohesion and fall apart easily.

Medium topsoil contains a blend of soil textures. It can be easily molded when moist but it is not sticky and does not leave a smooth polished surface when smeared.

Heavy topsoil contains a high proportion of clay. It is sticky when moist, slippery when wet, and leaves a smoothed polished surface when smeared.

Topsoil may also be classified by pH and stone content.

Soil for ordinary use may include a few stones up to 5 cm or two inches in diameter. For turfgrass areas, the larger stones need to be removed. For athletic fields, playgrounds, or where body contact is made with the soil, stone-free soil is recommended.

E-1. Topsoil classified based on its pH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alkaline</td>
<td>more than 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slightly alkaline</td>
<td>7.0-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slightly acid</td>
<td>6.0-7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acid</td>
<td>less than 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly acid</td>
<td>less than 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stone is defined as any inorganic particle larger than 25 mm (1 inch). The size of gravel is 2-25 mm.

E-2. Topsoil classified as to content of stone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>% by weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stone &amp; gravel free</td>
<td>less than 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slightly stony</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stony</td>
<td>5-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very stony</td>
<td>20-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extremely stony</td>
<td>over 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Bulk Density

Well aggregated soils, when oven-dry, may have a bulk density of 75 to 95 pounds per cubic foot. These soils at field moisture capacity would be 90-115 pounds per cubic foot.

Loamy sand has a bulk density of 82-102 pounds per cubic foot.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compaction Intensity</th>
<th>Bulk Density</th>
<th>Aeration Porosity</th>
<th>Hydraulic Conductivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lbs.</td>
<td>cc</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRODUCTIVE

Proven by owners for line clearing efficiency, and preferred by operators for precise tower control and bucket positioning. HI-RANGERS are No. 1 in utility and contractor preference for insulated aerial man-lifts. Patented HI-RANGER "3D" one-hand control, hydraulic tool line options, chip boxes, and other features may benefit your operations. Write for "4F-5F CATALOG".

MOBILE AERIAL TOWERS, INC./Dept. N/2314 BOWSER AVE./FORT WAYNE, IND. 46803
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Your lawn service can really grow with Nitroform.

If you run a lawn service, you can expect to grow faster than grass after a May shower. As cost for seed, fertilizer, chemicals and equipment continue to go up, home owners are looking for a way out. They learn quickly that a lawn care service can do the job for less with guaranteed results. This means increased demand for your services.

As you grow, you need the most efficient technology. That's where Nitroform slow-release nitrogen can help. It fits the economics. It's also the best way to apply long-lasting nitrogen...whether your equipment is for liquid or dry application. Nitroform is available as granular Blue Chip® or as Powder Blue™ sprayable slow-release nitrogen. Nitroform gives uniform coverage, and it's compatible with most other lawn care materials, including pesticides.

Nitroform is the quality slow-release nitrogen. It keeps feeding long after your crew has moved to other jobs. It's nonleaching...nonburning. Even inexperienced labor can apply it. Predictable performance...easy application...dependable results. That's Nitroform. For more information, write Agricultural Chemicals, Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Delaware 19899. Phone: 302/575-5000.

HERCULES INCORPORATED
per cubic foot, depending on the degree of compaction imposed.

Stones or solid portions of soil have a density of 166-172 lbs./ft.\(^3\), depending on the mineral composition. The density of quartz, feldspar and sandstone is 166 lbs./ft.\(^3\). Heavy metallic ores may have a density of 370 lbs./ft.\(^3\). Water has a density of 62.4 lbs./ft.\(^3\).

The results shown in Table F-1 indicate that as compaction increased, bulk density increased while porosity and hydraulic conductivity decreased markedly. The moderate and high compaction intensity characteristics are certainly realistic under heavily used turfed areas. Therefore, it is not surprising to observe a decrease in both infiltration and percolation rates on golf courses, athletic fields, etc., with time. The decrease in infiltration rates under use conditions should be anticipated during design of the rootzone. The rates are not necessarily the same as that of the initial rates observed under a non-compacted situation.

F-2. Approximate Topdressing Quantities per 1,000 sq. ft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>0.4 cu. yds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td>0.8 cu. yds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&quot;</td>
<td>3.1 cu. yds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>36.7 cu. yds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F-3. Weight of Soils and Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Weight per cu. yd. lbs.*</th>
<th>Weight per sq. meter kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loam</td>
<td>loose</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loam</td>
<td>compact</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clay</td>
<td>compact</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clay</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>3050</td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clay sand</td>
<td>compact</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silty sand</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sand</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gravel</td>
<td></td>
<td>3450</td>
<td>2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crushed stone</td>
<td></td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peatmoss</td>
<td>compact</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peatmoss</td>
<td>loose</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td></td>
<td>1690</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Factor used is 0.6

H. Compaction

Soil compaction results when the soil particles of clay and silt are crushed together. Pore space between the closely packed (kneaded) fine particles inhibit both the escape of air from the soil and the infiltration of water. During dry periods surface hardness, cracking, and dust accumulations are evident in compacted soils.

Soil compaction caused by foot and vehicular...
traffic is a common problem of turfgrass areas. As compaction develops, turfgrass loses vigor and density, and root growth becomes restricted because of the low oxygen supply. Table Fig. H-2 illustrates the effect of compaction in reducing non-capillary porosity in a specific soil test. The rate of oxygen diffusion is drastically reduced when only 6% non-capillary pores are present, for these may be isolated rather than continuous.

In a nine year study of compaction the air porosity decreased from 21 to 17%, while infiltration was reduced from 45 to 32 cm/hour. Heavy compaction caused a 22% lower air porosity and a 46% lower infiltration rate when compared to normal maintenance for a putting green in Virginia, 1966-74.

The finer soil particles exert more influence on soil characteristics due to their greater surface area compared to larger particles. (Fig. 4)

Particles two grades smaller in textural size will pack the available space within the larger fraction. Thus 70% coarse sand combined with 30% fine sand has the drainage characteristics of fine sand.

A compacted mixture composed of 25% (weight) particles of silt and clay can effectively fill all large pores. Because of the large number of particles, the finest 10% of the soil dominates over the 90%. The 90% will have variation, which lends some effects in distribution, but the finer particles, whether mixed by nature, by cultivation or compaction, will control the pore sizes or openings and thus the movement of water and air. The coarsest particles, being large and solid, actually add more
interference than if only small particles were present.

The composition of some soils can be compared to that of concrete where gravel particles, sand, cement and water are combined so that each particle settles against and between others. The density of concrete is approximately 2.4, while the density of compacted soil mixtures ranges from 1.3 to 1.7. (See F-1).

I. Pore Space

One of the long standing practices of turf care has been the use of topdressing. Equal portions of sand, soil and peat have traditionally been used. More recently, turf managers have been increasing the proportion of sand in the mixes for topdressing.

The impact of traffic and compaction on pore space in soils should not be underestimated. The initial appearance of a topdressing mixture is altered by compaction as its structure is destroyed and only the texture contributes to pore space. The combination of topdressing components which provides the least pore space after compaction is called the “threshold proportion.”

Spomer of Illinois reports 37% pore space of a compacted (single sized) monotextured particle rootzone. A graded mixture of sizes usually contains less than 27% pore space. The “threshold” value of mixes tested was 18% pore space. The mix was comprised of 100 parts sand and 36 parts “soil” mixed and compacted. Each sand and soil varies in proportions required to achieve threshold values.

An interesting fact is the pore space remaining when the sand particles are pushed together by compaction. Uniform size spheres (i.e. marbles) will have 44% pore space. Naturally occurring sand includes a variety of particle sizes. A sample of medium sand had 37% pore space. A mixture of all sizes of sand (good for making mortar) has approximately a 27% pore space. Sand diluted with silt and clay can have as little pore space as 18%. Understanding these relationships increases the appreciation of the variation found in sand and soil rootzones for turfgrass production.

The natural process of wetting and drying, freezing and thawing, granulation and compaction, root production and decay, percolation and leaching, interact with the soil mass as a continuing part of the dynamic soil process. Management programs may include mechanical cultivation to counteract compaction, sand additives to improve infiltration and earthworm activity to dilute thatch. In principle, water and air should freely go into and out of a rootzone. WTT

Figure 5: Eroded road cut could have been avoided by proper sodding and soil preparation.
WHAT MAKES A GRAVELY RUN. AND RUN. AND RUN.

Sleek, slick looks notwithstanding, it's the guts of a tractor that make it run. And keep it running.

And no other grounds maintenance tractor has the guts of a Gravely.

The Story of our Life.

Beneath a Gravely's impressive exterior, lies an even more impressive interior. Designed to give each and every Gravely a long and lively life.

The Gravely 8-speed transmission is a good example. The result of years of testing, it delivers the precise speeds and power you need to do a lot of jobs a lot easier. And a lot better. You get steady power at its lowest ground speed to handle the muscle jobs like snow removal. You also get a choice of seven other speeds for mowing, hauling and other tasks.

Handle with Ease.

The instant forward and reverse increases its maneuverability, while reducing operator fatigue. Handling is further enhanced by heavy duty, durable rack-and-pinion steering.

Things are tough all over.

Every possible part of a Gravely is built extra tough to stand up to year after year of hard, demanding work. The transmission housing is cast iron. As is the pivoting front axle. The rear-mounted engine is bolted directly to the transmission for power train efficiency, improved traction and a low center of gravity.

All-Gear Direct Drive.

The exclusive Gravely all-gear, direct drive from engine to attachments improves power transmission. And because it is all-gear, it completely eliminates bothersome belts which have always been prone to break, slip or wear out. Also, the precision-cut gears run in an oil bath, for less friction and longer life.

More Reasons our customers have grown attached to us.

A Gravely 4-wheel tractor operates 6 different mowing attachments alone. Other attachments are available for plowing, cultivating, tilling and snow removal. A Gravely also powers a seeder, sprayer, Thatcher, sweeper, compost shredder, aerator and even a log splitter. Enough to handle just about every kind of grounds maintenance job imaginable.

The Last Tractor you'll ever need?

In addition to building tractors to last, Gravely wants its attachments to last, too. That's why most Gravely attachments are engineered to be completely compatible. This protects your investment by making sure that most Gravely attachments will be compatible with both old and new tractors.

Which brings us to yet another reason our customers have grown so attached to us.

With as well as a Gravely performs, you won't want to replace it. With as well as a Gravely is built, you probably won't have to.

For the Gravely dealer nearest you, or for more information, call toll-free 1-800-528-6050 ext. 280. Or simply write to us at:
Gravely, 0124 Gravely Lane, Clemmons, North Carolina 27012.
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Superintendent Uses Steel Piling To Solve Muskrat, Erosion Problems

When the grounds crew at Bay Pointe Golf Club in West Bloomfield, Michigan, declared war on an army of muskrats burrowing under the fairways and greens they found they solved erosion and mowing problems, and developed a new type golf cart bridge at the same time.

Don La Fond, superintendent for the 18 hole private course, began last fall driving lightweight steel sheet piling with a self-modified backhoe to completely encircle the course’s four ponds.

The ponds had been stagnant and marshy, inhabited by muskrats often burrowing as much as 20 feet into a fairway or green, annually causing significant damage.

“A person could break his leg stepping into a soft spot over a burrow,” La Fond said, “And there were plenty of burrows. We had to collapse entire areas, then re-sod. Considering the time and expense, we decided to do something preventative before the place turned into a muskrat ranch.”

Opting for the ounce of prevention, Bay Pointe ordered 75 tons of lightweight steel sheet piling from L. B. Foster Co.’s Detroit office. The seven gauge piling was delivered in 4, 10, 12, and 14 foot lengths, uncoated and ready for driving.

To put down the sheets, La Fond used a highly mobile pile driver he had devised from backhoe and a flatbed truck. He bolted a heavy steel plate to the backhoe’s bucket to serve as a durable battering head.

“It sounded feasible, so we did it and it worked,” he said. “First we’d break the frost line with the bucket’s teeth, then drive the piling with the plate until it hit solid ground.

“We used a combination of lengths, some as little as four feet, some as much as fourteen, depending on the condition of the soil. It was mostly a stiff, sandy loam, but we did hit pockets of quicksand where we had to use the longer lengths.”

La Fond said the sheets were driven to an even head level in most cases, and required very little trimming in spite of the force of driving on the heads. Lightweight piling can also be driven with a jackhammer, drop hammer or any of several light pile drivers.

La Fond noted that seven gauge steel sheets are one of the few types of lightweight piling that will drive easily through soil containing buried tree stumps, roots or rocks.

“Corrugated metal bends and wood splits,” La Fond said. He had installed a corrugated erosion
BROUWER  The World's Most Advanced and Economical Sod Harvester

Model A3A
- Operates in all conditions — wet, soft, dry, hard
- Rolls, Slabs and Folds
- Cuts 15", 16", 18" and 24" widths
- Cuts up to 13,500 sq. ft. per hour

THE NEW 7 GANG P.T.O. DRIVEN REEL MOWER

Mowing width 16 ft.
Transport width 8 ft.

IDEAL FOR ALL AROUND TURF MAINTENANCE

BROUWER  TURF EQUIPMENT LTD.
R.R. No. 1, Keswick, Ontario L4P 3C8
Telephone (416) 476-4311
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Steel Piling

barrier along the course’s Middle Straits Lake shore, but after backfilling, the weight of the soil began to bend the corrugated outward. La Fond said he plans to reinstall lightweight sheet piling at the corrugated locations.

Using the backhoe driver system, La Fond’s three man crew was able to install 120 feet of piling to grade in about six hours. As the sheets are 17.73 inches from interlock to interlock, the crew was driving more than one sheet every five minutes.

Setting The Sheets By Eye

La Fond did most of the pile setting by eye, but in places where a perfectly straight line was necessary, at a pumping station for example, the pile would be guided in along a railroad tie.

La Fond said Bay Pointe’s Owner and President, Ernie Fuller, wanted as few straight lines as possible along the ponds, to make them more natural looking.

“Lightweight sheets are well suited to curves,” according to La Fond. “We found we could flex the piles 16° relative to each other at the interlocks.”

When the driving job is finished, steel piling caps will be installed along the top rims, and the area behind the pilings backfilled to ground level.

The result, La Fond said, will be smooth, muskrat-proof shorelines, safe from erosion and easy to mow along.

From Muskrats To Bridges

An innovative man, La Fond didn’t stop with protected ponds. To keep them from stagnating, he devised a plan to pump water from the lowest,
HUSTLER WorkMates™
There’s a difference:
they just plain out-hustle all the rest.

Our new HUSTLER WorkMates are better than any HUSTLER you’ve ever seen, or we’ve ever built.

They’ll out-hustle any out-front mower any time, any place. Dual hydrostatics direct to drive wheels let them perform maneuvers you wouldn’t think possible from a 72” or 54” mower.

What’s more, using HUSTLER WorkMated attachments, they’ll do it all year long. On grass, snow, walks or drives.

HUSTLER 275 or 285. Best tractor we’ve ever built! Improved from engine to deck with new safety features and modifications. Together with proven HUSTLER hydraulic power steering, they operate easier, for superior results.

Crews are crazy about HUSTLER’s broken-field running...the way it maneuvers around trees and bushes that slow down ordinary mowers. The biggest problem supers have with their crews is settling the arguments over who gets to operate the HUSTLER, when there’s a choice of machines!

Watch for a field demo, or write for literature and Distributor’s name. Or call toll-free (800) 835-3260. In Kansas or Canada, call collect (316) 327-4911. For GSA contract, GS-07S-02441; for HUD, OAH(CO)m 2297. HUSTLER turf and groundskeeping equipment by Excel Industries, Inc., Box 727, Hesston, KS 67062.
largest pond to the highest, and then on by gravity to the other two. The gravity flow was guided by a five foot wide stream bed cutting through several fairways. It was well planned and added a new feature to the course, but it necessitated construction of two new cart bridges.

"A good wooden cart bridge with railings will cost about $900 and have to be replanked each year as golf cleats wear out the walking surface," La Fond said. "Also the railings create an unnatural, unwanted obstruction on the course."

Looking again to lightweight steel sheet piling, La Fond found that four sheets, interlocked and laid across the stream, had the qualities of a reasonably sturdy cart bridge. He then discovered that the three lengthwise channels created by the piling's shape were a perfect fit for the three wheel track of the course's golf cart fleet. The three inch deep channels eliminated the need for the obtrusive railing.

"You can actually drive the carts across the bridges with your hands off the wheel," La Fond said.

To accommodate walkers, a 1½ inch layer of cart path slag was applied to the channel bottoms, preventing metal to metal contact between cleats and bridge.

Cost of the two sheet piling bridges came to about $250, or $650 less than the cost of one good wooden span, he said.

La Fond also used lightweight piling to construct the pumping station screen gate frame. He welded two sheets back to back, and added L-shaped steel caps along their lengths to form tracks guiding a sliding screen to keep debris out of the pump. The screen slides out of the water for cleaning.

Right now, La Fond is considering lining the course's stream banks with lightweight steel piling to help prevent erosion and facilitate mowing.
Now - a shelter with that natural woodsly look - and plenty of protection.

Combines modern design with a woodsly appearance to give it the just-right look that blends into any golf course.

Provides excellent weather protection. Extra roomy (8' x 8' floor area, 6' 11" high). Holds 8 to 10 people plus 2 Standard benches.

Rugged, rigid, triangular-design 2 x 4 construction with wood side panels. Shipped KD.

Unique metal joint connectors permit fast, easy erection on concrete slab. Wood base members of Shelterport provide form for pouring slab.

For full details on the Standard Shelterport, write for bulletin SP-78, STANDARD GOLF COMPANY, CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 50613.

new
Standard shelterport

$595.00

Sugg. Retail F.O.B. Cedar Falls, Iowa

On display, GCSAA Show, Island "C".

STANDARD GOLF
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Hammer down the cost of professional tree care.

"The cost of using Jobe's Spikes is the same today as it was three years ago."
—Dave Ruhl, President, Wye Tree Experts, Inc., Wye Mills, Md.

Wye Tree Experts' installation service of Jobe's Spikes is a profitable solution for homeowners with a lot of trees to feed, and limited manpower to do the job. Spikes are quickly installed at the drip line at the rate of one Spike per inch of trunk diameter. Rainwater or soil moisture does the rest.

A tree feeding program with Jobe's Spikes is a logical extension of lawn care service.

Just as Jobe's Spikes are good for trees and shrubs, they're also good for lawn care services. Jobe's Spikes provide the way to insure more complete service to customers, and to make more profit for themselves. Customers like the quick response trees and shrubs show when they're fertilized with Jobe's Spikes.

Jobe's® Tree and Shrub Spikes feed trees in about one fourth the time, at less than half the cost of drilling. A 5" tree takes about 5 minutes labor. Compare that to 30 minutes to drill holes, plus the time and cost to apply 10 pounds of fertilizer.

Jobe's Spikes are a pre-measured amount of fertilizer formed into easy-to-drive spikes by means of a patented binder. The binder provides for uniform release of nutrients. Jobe's Tree and Shrub Spikes are 16-8-8. Evergreen Spikes are 12-6-8. Fruit Tree Spikes are 5-15-15. Jobe's Spikes are better than broadcast fertilizer because the plant food gets to the tree roots without danger of run-off, burned turf or excessive leaching.

Call your local Jobe's distributor or order direct. $30 per case (105 Spikes) prepaid, 5 case minimum. 15 or more cases, $25 per case. 36 or more cases, $22.50 per case.

Jobe's® TREE & SHRUB SPIKES
The easy method for professional tree care.
International Spike, Inc., 1081 Dove Run Road, Lexington, Kentucky 40502
Three Lofts Seed dealers are off to the sunny, palm beaches of the Bahamas this winter as winners of Loft's "Bahamas for Two" promotion contest. The dealers and their wives will spend eight days and seven nights in the islands. Helen Piorkowski draws the winning tickets as (l to r) Jon Loft, Bob Oberschmidt and John Morrissey watch.

University. A rhizotron is an underground facility which has windows that allow scientists to observe root growth and development.

The turf rhizotron will have 30 independent observation cells plus a 14-foot square, insulated and heated underground instrument room. Scientists will be able to monitor turfgrass roots and tops and the interactions between growth, climate and soil under actual field conditions in different soil types.

SOD

Nassau conference set for sod growers

All preparations are complete for the American Sod Producers' Association Midwinter Conference, Feb. 12-15, at Nassau Beach Hotel in the Bahamas.

The theme of the conference is "helping the sod grower save dollars and do a better job in producing quality turf." Presentations will include "Tax Free Dollars You May Not Be Getting", update on seed, metrics, and insurance.

Meetings are planned to end in the early afternoon to permit the sod growers to enjoy the islands.

For further information contact the American Sod Producers, 9th and Minnesota, Hastings, Neb. (402) 463-5691.
Florida nurserymen offer cold pointers

The Florida Nurserymen and Growers Association has offered some pointers on protecting plants from cold damage. Wrapping plants with plastic seems to cause more severe damage than when the plant is left in the open, unless there is something between the leaves and the plastic. There are two ways to successfully protect plants with plastic.

One is to build a tent over the plant on a frame and place a 100 watt light bulb beneath the tent. The heat radiated by the bulb will protect the plant. If the plant is to be wrapped, use an old blanket with some insulating qualities before covering with the plastic material.

Thirty or forty thicknesses of newspaper wrapped around the graft of a citrus tree can give it protection for temperatures in the low teens. The top may freeze completely, but the graft will survive. You should remove the paper as soon as the weather warms.

If water is used as a means of cold protection, at least \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch per hour should be applied. Limb breakage from ice formation should be considered as a side effect of this method.

Regardless of the method of cold protection, some injury may result. Wait until new growth appears before doing any severe pruning. Although a plant may appear completely dead after a cold winter, do not be hasty in disposing of it. If there is a strong root system, the plant may revive. Give it sufficient time.

TREE

Echo expands distribution facility

The Kioritz Corporation of America and its Echo Chain Saw Division are going to be moving into new and expanded quarters this Spring in an announcement made by N. Rock Watanabe, President, Kioritz Corporation of America.

"The Echo Chain Saw Division, Kioritz Corporation of America has experienced growth, particularly during the last three years," said Watanabe. "The facility that we have been leasing in Northbrook has efficiently served our needs, but the current level of business and the expected growth over the next three years necessitates the move to larger quarters."

The new Kioritz facility, which will be located in Northbrook, Ill., will encompass approximately 42,000 sq. ft. of warehouse and distribution space, and an additional 4,000 sq. ft. of office space.

CHEMICALS

Insecticides may have tree uses

The USDA's Agricultural Research Service is providing $7,000 to scientists at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center for a two year study to determine if some insecticides currently registered for use on other plants might also be effective on ornamental plants.
Some golf courses have more water hazards than they need.

You thought you were installing a sprinkler system. But now, you're the only course in town with a water hole on every fairway. Bordered by a swamp that's bordered by a bog.

So you reset all the controllers and hope for the best. Then you discover that was the best.

The next best is beige-colored greens so hard you can dribble a golf ball on them. And always there are little surprises. Like sprinklers going off uninvited in the middle of the Invitational.

Like the water bills you get, because your controllers can't tell time very well.

The solution, of course, is a total Rain Bird system. Reliable, precise Rain Bird® controllers that are the standard of the industry. Plus quality, low-maintenance components like our famous sprinkler heads, valves and accessories.

And something you can’t get anywhere else... the one-of-a-kind Rain Bird expertise that stands behind every job.

So why get trapped by a system that's not up to par. You've already got all the water hazards you need.

Rain Bird®
Bringing new ideas to life.
VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

by Roger Funk, Ph.D., Davey Horticultural Institute, Kent, Ohio

TREE

Q: One of my customers is sore because two out of five Scotch pines I planted last fall died this spring, apparently by freezing. The five pines were planted as a border to the front yard, which faces southwest and slopes downward to the street. It is in a subdivision with very few trees. What can I do to avoid another loss this spring?

A: Practically all plant injury blamed on excessive heat or cold is due to lack of water. Summer sun and dry winter winds cause leaf and stem cells to lose water faster than roots can replace it. Cells collapse and die and plants wilt as a result.

Winter desiccation is most severe on dry, exposed, windy, and sunny sites where surface runoff of water is high. Winter killing of trees and shrubs is common, following extreme and rapid fluctuations in temperature during late fall, winter and early spring. Sudden periods of bright sun, especially when coupled with warm, drying winds greatly increase the rate of the evapotranspiration. This occurs when root absorption is retarded or prevented by cold or frozen soil. Moderately hardy evergreens and deciduous landscape plants are frequently killed or severely injured by such conditions.

Roots are more likely to freeze in poorly drained soil than in well drained soils. Trees that are very susceptible to freeze damage in poorly drained soil include ash, elm, maple, and pine. Where necessary drains can be improved by installing tile or slit trenches and sloping the surface toward an open outlet. Tree root injury is most common during winters of light snowfall or in soil without grass, mulches, or other ground cover.

Winter desiccation injury appears on broadleaf evergreens as an irregular brown scorching of the leaf tip and margin. On narrow leaf evergreens, the needles turn brown starting at the tips. These may later drop. Terminal buds and twigs dry out and become brittle and break easily when bent. Instead of leafing out properly in the spring winter injured deciduous plants may show dieback of the twigs and small branches or may even die.

To counteract desiccation during a dry autumn and early winter thoroughly water landscape plants, especially evergreens. The soil should be moist a foot or more deep. After watering, apply a three to eight inch mulch of organic material (e.g. sawdust, leafmold, wood shavings or chips). Mulching conserves soil moisture, prevents deep freezing, and averts the more serious alternate freezing and thawing that shears off feeding roots. It also delays growth in late winter or early spring until the danger of frost is past.

Protect small evergreens and hedges against leaf scorch by erecting screens on the south and southwest sides of susceptible plants. Common windbreak screens are made of glass, burlap, canvas, plastic, or straw mats. Evapotranspiration losses can be reduced on evergreens by spraying the foliage, twigs, branches, and trunks with antidessicants such as Wilt Proof, MTF, and Foliguard in late fall. It may be necessary to repeat the spray during a mid-winter thaw if the temperature rises above 40 degrees F.

TURF

Q: Although I'm in an area with little snowfall, there were an unusual number of days with temperatures below freezing last winter. This winter looks to be the same way. Last spring, I received an unusual number of calls from new homeowners who lost their lawns to what I think was heaving. Could you explain the causes of heaving?

A: Contrary to popular opinion, frost heaving is not caused simply by the expansion of soil water as it freezes. When the temperature drops below freezing, ice forms on the soil surface. Water in contact with the lower surface of the ice layer eventually freezes if the temperature remains below freezing for long. As more water moves to the site of freezing, the ice layer is raised higher and higher causing the turfgrass plants to lift out of the ground.

Damage to established turfgrass is not usually severe, but frost heaving can cause significant injury to thin, poorly developed stands or late fall seeded areas. A well developed root system is a deterrent to heaving. Injury usually involves mechanical breakage of stem or root tissue or desiccation from exposure. Frost heaving is most common on fine textured soils having a high water content and no snow cover.

The potential for damage may be reduced by management practices conducive to deep rooting and by providing proper surface drainage. Injury to newly established turf areas may be avoided by good seed bed preparation, early fall seeding, and adequate soil fertility. Encouraging snow cover by the selected placement of screens may prove beneficial for small areas. A light rolling after the spring thaw, but not when the soil is too wet, will help correct the uneven turf surface caused by heaving and the resulting desiccation of crown tissue.
"I need a bigger small tractor."

"I need a smaller big tractor."

"You need the new 'Little-Big' tractor from John Deere."
Introducing the John Deere "Little-Big" tractors. New small-size tractors with big-tractor features. 22 or 27 PTO hp. Liquid-cooled diesel engines. 8-speed transmission. Differential lock. 3-point hitch. 540-rpm PTO. Adjustable rear-wheel tread. All at an easily affordable price.

If a lawn and garden tractor is too small for the jobs you have to do, and a farm or industrial tractor is too large...John Deere has the tractor you need. In fact, two of them! The brand-new John Deere 850 and 950 Tractors. Rugged. Reliable. And built to handle the jobs you'll give them.

**Big-tractor features.** The closer you get to these beauties, the more they look like brutes. Beneath the lift-up hood is a liquid-cooled, fuel-efficient diesel engine. The 850 packs 22 PTO hp. The 950 delivers 27 PTO hp.

Both tractors have smooth-running transmissions with 8 forward speeds, 2 reverse. These are well-spaced speeds, from a "creeper" speed of less than 1 mph for tilling to almost 12 mph for transporting.

Several other big-tractor features are standard, such as a differential lock that engages on-the-go for added traction in slippery conditions. There's a 540-rpm rear PTO that's fully shielded. Also individual rear wheel brakes that lock together for highway transport and lock down for parking. There's a heavy-duty, 4-position drawbar. The dash has full instrumentation and a non-glare finish. Both hand and foot throttles are standard. There's a 3-point hitch (Category 1) for easy hookup of integral equipment. The seat is adjustable and fully cushioned for operator comfort; it tilts forward for weather protection.

**Big-tractor versatility.** These are tractors you can match to the job. The wheel tread width adjusts both front and rear. The 850 has nearly 14 inches of ground clearance; the 950 more than 15 inches. And talk about maneuverability—the 850 and 950 turn within a 10-foot radius. So whatever the application...mowing, loading, plowing, digging, planting or cultivating...these tractors can handle the job.

**Service you can count on.** Your John Deere Dealer is always ready to help. That's why his expert mechanics completed 850/950 service training before these tractors were shipped from the factory. His inventory of genuine John Deere service and replacement parts is complete. Implements for both tractors are also ready to go. Turn the page and you'll see what we mean.
Choose from a family of John Deere tractor-matched implements for all the jobs you need to do.

For tractors, implements, parts, and service, the one person to see is your nearby John Deere Dealer. Stop by soon for the complete story behind the new "Little-Big" Tractors. For free literature, write John Deere, Box 63, Moline, IL 61265.

Nothing Runs Like A Deere®
Q: It is my belief that our course is the subject of poor design. In an effort to speed up play we made it too simple. How does one go about choosing professional design assistance?

A: All improvement planning must be done by those who have the professional expertise and experience to maximize the time and money allocated for such improvements. This is more important now than it was even 4 or 5 years ago, for several reasons. First, the cost of construction has risen to over $30,000 per hole and the cost to rebuild just one green is close to $15,000. With such large expenditures probable, it is a false economy to save a professional fee and risk such large sums of money. This point is best illustrated by the next reason for retaining a competent golf course architect: that is, the technical sophistication of current construction methods.

The hiring of an outside golf consultant also allows the course to be viewed impartially and objectively. If improvements to courses are based on the greens committees' personal opinions and prejudice, we have a classic case of the horse designed by a committee that ends up being a camel. Further, with each change of the board you have a change in "what the golf course needs." Any improvement program that must run one or more years must have a thread of continuity that keeps the progress moving in one direction.

Lastly, any improvement to a course should be based on accepted design standards to avoid possible legal complications later.

It is natural that not all golf course architects, of which there may be as many as 250, will have the same approach to an improvement plan or study. Therefore this professional should be very carefully selected, so that the long-range objectives of the club are fulfilled. The golf course architect should not be selected only on the basis of reputation or the number of advertisements in magazines. Rather the golf architect should be hired on the basis of his past performance with nearby clubs, his personal philosophy of golf, his demonstrated knowledge of technical matters, and his projected schedule of planning and inspection visits. In our opinion, the golf architect should be "local" to the area, so he is accessible to provide maximum inspection of all improvements. The implementation phase of the design process is as important as the planning phase.

Further, the golf course architect should do all planning within the guidelines provided by the improvement committee. This will help insure consistency with the club's goals and objectives.

After the club has interviewed several firms and selected the golf course architect, the process is for the club to provide the architect with a reference, scaled aerial photograph and matching topography. The most inexpensive source of these maps is through the county or state highway department.

Once the golf architect has these scaled maps, he is ready to analyze the course. He should walk or play each hole, looking at it from many different points, to internalize the conditions faced by golfers of all skill levels and by the golf course superintendent. Once he understands the design intent of the hole, and existing maintenance problems, he begins to evaluate what improvements might be made to solve problems in a manner consistent with the strategy of the hole.

Finally, the architect should make a list of priorities of work that should be done and also provide a rough estimate of the cost of these improvements by hole.

The cost of such a study can be either a flat fee or based on an hourly rate. Since the planning phase is so important, it is good economy not to be overly restrictive on the golf architect's time. An average study will involve 100 to 125 hours of work including meetings, time on the course, travel, design and drafting time, and presentations. It should be noted that these are not construction drawings, but only schematic plans showing relative size, shape, and position of improvements. Before actual construction begins, detailed construction drawings are required, usually covered under a new agreement with the architect.

Detailed drawings and specifications permit the contractor to bid intelligently and more competitively, for all elements of construction are fully defined — so there is little guessing about labor and materials needed. To build a green or golf course with only routing plans or a rough drawing is like building a house with only a floor plan. It can be and is done, but it usually forces the contractor to over-estimate his projected cost because he can not accurately define and estimate the extent of his problems and liability.

We also consider it grossly unfair for an improvement committee to force a superintendent to be responsible for construction work. For if all works well, then it is expected and little thanks is given — if not, the superintendent must bear the blame and perhaps lose his reputation or job.

Proscape is a free problem solving service for any residential, industrial, and golf course landscaping topic. Questions are answered by various experts in the field of landscaping, chosen for their knowledge of the subject in question. Write your questions for PROSCAPE on the postpaid reader question card in this issue.
MULTI-PURPOSE LOADER from Sperry New Holland is more than just a little shovel. It can, with proper attachments, load pallets, be a backhoe, dig trenches, and transplant trees. Models range from 22 horsepower with 900 lbs. operating load to 62 horsepower with operating loads of more than a ton, all with skid steering. Featured are long dump reach, long wheel base for stability, hydrostatic drive, and easy access to the engine for service.

Circle 701 on free information card

SOIL TEST LABORATORY from Hach Chemical Co. is self-contained for on-site tests of soil nutrient and pH levels. All chemicals and needed apparatus are packaged in a black plastic carrying case. The lab operates either on batteries or AC and weighs 14 lbs. The lab carries reagents for 50 each of six different tests.

Circle 702 on free information card

PRECISION GRINDER by Cranberg clamps onto the chain saw bar and holds the links to be sharpened, assuring accuracy and consistency of cutter angles and depth gauge clearances. The grinder is equipped with a 12 volt motor for in-the-field sharpening.

Circle 703 on free information card

FRONT MOWING TRACTOR from Jacobsen Manufacturing Co. features hydraulically powered reels for cutting swaths up to 15 ft. through both rough turf and fine grasses. Adjusted cutting frequencies of the HF-15 tractor remain constant because the reels rotate independently of tractor speed. Individual controls let the operator hydraulically adjust mowing swath from one to seven gangs. Each reel can be reversed to discharge debris. The reels are centered between free turning carrier wheels to help prevent scalping and to eliminate the need for rollers or skids.

Circle 705 on free information card

COMPATIBILITY AGENT from Hopkins Agricultural Chemical Co., is used with liquid fertilizer/pesticide mixtures to insure uniform mixing and dispersion, prevent separation, coagulation, and other unwanted changes. Called Unite, the agent is designed for use when mixing a combination of emulsifiable liquids or wettable powders.

Circle 704 on free information card

DUMP BODY by Pac Craft Products, Inc., converts a standard size pickup truck into a 2 1/2 cu. yd. dump truck. A new design enables the Sert-A-Dump to be attached to a pickup without drilling holes or damaging the truck body. Adjustable outriggers hold the dumper in place. Hydraulic components operate off a power pak that receives DC current from the truck battery and are guaranteed for one year. The dumper can be switched to a new truck in a matter of minutes.

Circle 706 on free information card
MOISTURE SWITCH and meter for sprinkler irrigation systems is new from Agtronics Manufacturing Co. The Model 8500 moisture switch measures moisture through a sensing device buried in the ground which transmits the moisture content through a pneumatic system which can turn on or off a sprinkler irrigation system. The device needs no servicing once installed.

Circle 707 on free information card

WET-WEAR OVERALLS by Edmont-Wilson resist chemicals, water, oils, and snags and are designed for worker comfort. Made of layers of nylon net and vinyl film, the overalls have welded seams to keep liquids out. The overalls are lighter, provide more space in crotch and chest areas, and have elasticized suspenders for more comfort to the wearer.

Circle 708 on free information card

GROUND TRACTOR with 26 horsepower is new from Gravely. The GMT 9000, with optional 72-inch, center mount rotary mower and 50-inch wing deck, cuts nearly a ten-foot swath. An operator can mow as many as 33-acres in an eight-hour day. Other features are a water-cooled Continental 26 horsepower engine, Power steering, individual wheel brakes, eight-speed transmission, and three-valve hydraulic system. Options include plows, cultivators, carts, snowblowers, seeders, sprayers, aerators, and a cab.

Circle 709 on free information card

THREE POINT MOUNT LIFT by Edwards Equipment Co., has a 4,000 lbs. capacity. The fork lift is designed for tractors with category two and three hitches for lifting, moving, and loading palletized material, bins and other heavy bulky objects. The TT 5000 permits easy on and easy off to free the tractor for other uses.

Circle 710 on free information card

PREEMERGENT HERBICIDE from Rhodia Inc., has recently received registration for turf and ornamental uses. Chipco Ronstar G can now be used as a selective, preemergent herbicide for control of germinating crabgrass, poa annua, goosegrass, oxalis, stinging nettle, carpetgrass, pigweed and Florida pusley in established perennial bluegrass and bermudagrass turf. In ornamentals, the herbicide can be applied on newly planted field and container stock.

Circle 711 on free information card

FIBERGLASS TURF SPRAYERS

Myers fairway and general turf maintenance sprayers offer non-corrosive fiberglass construction throughout. Agitator assembly is stainless steel. Wide choice of optional running gear, PTO or engine drive, 100 and 200 gallon tanks. Write for our catalog.

See us in San Antonio, Booths No. 2425-27.
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EVENTS

International Society of Arboriculture, Ohio Chapter Annual Meeting, Sheraton-Columbus, Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 22-26.

Ohio State University Nursery Short Course, Sheraton-Columbus, Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 22-26.


USGA Green Section Annual Conference on Golf Course Management, Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco, Ca., Jan. 27.

Southern Turfgrass Conference & Show, Southern Turfgrass Association, Broadwater Beach Hotel, Biloxi, Miss., Jan. 29-Feb. 1, 601/325-6161.


Fertilizer Institute Annual Meeting, Regency Hyatt, Chicago, Ill., Feb. 5-7, 202/466-2700.

Landscaping/Garden Center Management Clinic, National Landscape Association, Galt House, Louisville, Ky., Feb. 5-8, 202/737-4060.


American Sod Producers Association Midwinter Meeting, Nassau Beach Hotel, Bahama Islands, Feb. 12-14, 402/463-5691.


Capital Area Turf School, Hershey Motor Lodge, Hershey Penn., Feb. 21-22.

Western Pennsylvania Turf School/Trade Show, Howard Johnson Motor Lodge, Monroeville, Penn., Feb. 21-23.

Capitol Area Turf School, Hershey Motor Lodge, Hershey Penn., Feb. 21-22.


Iowa Turfgrass Conference, Hilton Inn, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 27-Mar. 1.
From a Bird’s Eye View

PENNCROSS
CREEPING BENTGRASS

Looks Greater,
Putts Straighter

Elkhorn Valley Golf Course
Mehama, Oregon

The putting grass superintendents prefer. Easy to establish, lower maintenance costs.

U.S.G.A. film
“ABC’s of Putting Green Construction” movie available for loan.

FOR FREE TURFGUIDE, WRITE
PENNCROSS BENTGRASS ASSOCIATION
1349 CAPITAL ST. N.E.
SALEM, OR 97303

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTOR
TEE•2•GREEN CORP.
1212 WEST EIGHTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64101
(816) 842-7825

FOR FREE TURFGUIDE, WRITE
PENNCROSS BENTGRASS ASSOCIATION
1349 CAPITAL ST. N.E.
SALEM, OR 97303

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTOR
TEE•2•GREEN CORP.
1212 WEST EIGHTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64101
(816) 842-7825
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We stand out like a green thumb.

Because we’re the only magazine to reach the entire residential lawn care service industry.
This is a growth market of 8,000 companies selling chemical lawn care and maintenance services to the 45 million home owner/residential turf market in the U.S.
A market with a 25% growth last year. And $125 billion in sales. And we hit the top management.
Stand out in the one magazine covering the fastest growing service industry in North America. Join us.
Contact:
Steve Stone
Nat’l. Ad Director
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 421-1350

A Harvest Business Publication.
Subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

EVENTS


Northeastern Pennsylvania Turf School, Master Host Inn, Wilkes-Barre, Penn., Feb. 28.

29th Annual Canadian Turfgrass Show, Canadian Golf Superintendents Association, Hotel Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Mar. 5-6. 416/767-2550.

Wisconsin Landscape Federation 1978 Conference, Concourse Hotel, Madison, Wis., Mar. 5-6.

Eighth Vertebrate Pest Conference, Red Lion Motor Inn, Sacramento, Ca., Mar. 7-9. Dr. Dale A. Wade, Program Chairman, 554 Hutchison Hall, University of California, Davis, Ca. 95616.


National Recreation and Parks Association Southern Regional Conference, Biloxi, Miss., Apr. 2-4. 202/525-0606.

Williamsburg Garden Symposium, Williamsburg, Va., Apr. 2-5, 804/229-1000 Ext. 2365.

National Recreation and Parks Association Pacific NW Regional Conference, Yakima, Wash., Apr. 8-12, 202/525-0606.

American Horticultural Society Spring Symposium, Mills Hyatt House, Charleston, S.C., Apr. 9-12, 703/768-5700.

Want free information on products and services advertised and featured in this issue? Use this card. Circle the numbers on which you want information and mail today.

Do you want to receive Weeds Trees & Turf?  
☐ YES  ☐ NO

Are you interested in receiving or continuing to receive WEEDS TREES & TURF? If you are, complete all the information on this card and mail today.

Please check the one item which best describes your primary type of business:

1. Rights-of-Way Maintenance  
   a. Highway  
   b. Utility  
   c. Railroad

2. Chemical Applications (vegetation and structural)  
   a. Commercial/Industrial ground applicators  
   b. Aerial Applicators

3. Extension Services; Forestry; Federal and State Regulatory Agencies

4. Parks and Grounds Maintenance — Federal, State, Municipal (does not include Forestry)

5. Golf Courses

6. Cemeteries

7. Industrial Parks

8. Shopping Centers

9. Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Schools, Colleges and Universities (Grounds maintenance personnel only)

10. Athletic Fields

11. Race Tracks
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☐ 1 YEAR ($10)  ☐ 2 YEARS ($18)  ☐ 3 YEARS ($24)  
☐ 1 YEAR FOREIGN ($12)  ☐ Foreign Air Mail per year ($34)

Please check here if you want bulk (5 or more) subscription rate information.
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SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Weeds Trees & Turf
Box 6049
Duluth, Minnesota 55806
Economical to buy, operate and maintain

National Mower's Power Quint is designed to meet the demands of today's economy. It is priced less than any comparable unit. It is a simple, functional machine without unnecessary levers, gadgets and chrome decorations. It is made so as many parts as possible are standard, off-the-shelf items available from the user's local sources.

Power Quint was deliberately designed to provide its own power source. A feature that allows the unit to be pulled by almost any size tractor with or without PTO.

Features:

- Five, powered, free-floating reels cut an 11½ foot swath without skip or scalping.
- Wings fold to 68" for easy transport and storage.
- With no need for outrigger wheels, cutting units reach out over curbs, golf course traps and up to obstruction to eliminate trimming.
- Unit is easily backed out of difficult areas and quickly negotiates inclines because powered reels produce less drag.

As with all National Mower models, the Power Quint reels are designed to adjust down to fixed bed bars providing for more rigid, longer-lasting mowing units. All bed knives have turned-up lips for extra wear...a feature National introduced as early as 1925.

84" Triplex
National's 84" Triplex is one of the best hill-climbing, rough terrain machines made today. Operates as efficiently on an 83 per cent grade as on a level. Its no-nonsense design makes maintenance easier and faster.

68" Triplex
With its low center of gravity and wide track, National's Model 68 maneuvers sharply, climbs banks and hillsides easily and safely. Unit mows a 68-inch swath at speeds up to 4 MPH...that's half an acre in 15 minutes. Wings fold to 37½".

Don't look for chrome frills or shiny hubcaps on any National Mower...we've been adding nothing but quality since 1919.

NATIONAL MOWER COMPANY
660 Raymond Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55114  612/646-4079

Circle 120 on free information card
mental trees and shrubs.

Because of the small potential market, product testing has been limited on ornamental trees and shrubs. If the project is successful, some already developed pesticides may be found effective and become registered for use on ornamentals.

Insecticide effectiveness in both field and greenhouse will be determined. The various targets include leafhoppers, aphids, lygus, thrips, bronze birch borer and black vine weevil. The researchers hope to find effective controls to protect such ornamentals as honey locust, white birch, azalea, rhododendron, taxus, flowering trees and shade trees.

Dr. David G. Nielson will be the principal investigator for OARDC. Dr. Thyril L. Ladd, research leader at the ARS Japanese Beetle Laboratory, Wooster, will represent ARS on the project.
All water insoluble nitrogen (W.I.N.) fertilizers are not alike. Some are activated by soil bacteria. Others by temperature. But IBDU® (31-0-0) and PAR EX fertilizer mixes with IBDU are activated very slowly by soil moisture. Nitrogen is released at a controlled, even rate that can't be hurried by high temperatures or excessive moisture.

It's important on high maintenance turfgrass to control the level of nitrogen feeding. Excessive bursts of nitrogen can be a greater problem than a nitrogen deficiency.

Custom formulated to exacting specifications of the professional turfgrass manager, IBDU and PAR EX fertilizer mixes with IBDU provide a controlled level of nitrogen nutrition that stimulates root growth, shoot density, rich green color and improves overall plant hardiness.

Let water insoluble IBDU (31-0-0) and PAR EX fertilizer mixes with IBDU perform for your turf. After all, performance is the name of the game.
HELP WANTED

GOLF COURSE TURF PROFESSIONALS: An opportunity to sell Pro-Turf® products. Pro-Turf Division of O.M. Scott & Sons, the nation’s leading manufacturer and marketer of professional turf products, has openings for Technical Representatives in several territories. The Tech Reps selected will call on golf course superintendents, requiring a knowledge of turf management and an understanding of these professionals’ needs. Applicant should have a degree in one of the agronomic sciences. Excellent starting salary plus bonus, automobile, and a comprehensive benefits program at no cost to employees. Apply to: Dorothy Lowe, Weeds, Trees & Turf, P.O. Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

WANTED TO BUY

RAILROAD TIES

5,000 No. 1 landscaping ties banded in stocks of 25. Excellent condition, not split or rotted. Immediate delivery in minimum loads of 250 anywhere in U.S. Inquiries welcomed 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday.

Midwest Railroad Tie Sales
541 S. Range Line Road
Carmel, Ind. 46032
Phone 317 844-7620

FOR SALE

TURF FARM MANAGER in search of responsible position within the green industries. Twelve years experience in all phases of turf production, sales and management. Resume upon request. Box 182, Weeds, Trees & Turf, Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

POSITION WANTED

TURF FARM MANAGER in search of responsible position within the green industries. Excellent growth potential if desired. Box 179, Weeds Trees & Turf, P.O. Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.


LAWN LIQUID FERTILIZER business, Chicago western suburbs. Operated one season complete with truck, tanks, spray equipment, customers, expertise. 312 964-7860.


WANTED TO BUY

LINDIG OR ROYER SHREDDERS. Any size, age or condition. Art Lewis 813 299-2106, 355 5th Street, S.W., Winter Haven, Florida 33880.

WANTED To lease with option to purchase or purchase with land contract 9 or 18 hole golf course by experienced person. Box 183, Weeds, Trees & Turf, Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

WANTED USED BROUWER sod harvester in good condition. Contact: Mike Rafacz, P.O. Box 472, Frankfort, Illinois 60423. 815 469-9421.

FOR SALE

TURF FARM MANAGER

POSITION WANTED

FOR SALE complete tree surgery and landscape company. 25 years in business, New England area, equipment and office furniture in A1 condition. Six employees year-round. One man operation. Growth potential if desired. Box 179, Weeds Trees & Turf, P.O. Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.
0217® brand Fylking Kentucky bluegrass is beautiful in every way; brilliant green in early spring, consistent green in summer heat and long-lasting green into autumn. It has improved resistance to many diseases, drought, heat, cold, smog and traffic. Low-growing, Fylking forms exceptionally thick-knit rhizomes and root system for a dense sod that helps resist weed invasion. Now you can have a home putting green because fine-textured Fylking thrives on low-mowing (even as low as 1/2 inch). This physically pure, genetically true seed contains no annual bluegrass (Poa annua), bentgrass, or short-awned foxtail. Beautiful in price, too. Fylking Kentucky bluegrass seed costs less than most other elite bluegrasses. Ask for the Swedish beauty, 0217® brand Fylking Kentucky bluegrass seed when ordering at your local wholesale seed or sod distributor.

FYLKING KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

Better lawn care products to do the job easier & faster

Model 21F35
Illustrated

PowerMow
NEW!

New from F. D. Kees, this powerful 21” mower with heavy 12 gauge steel deck and frame is built to stand up under rough use and keep on working year after year.

- Choice of 4 cycle, 3.5 or 5 hp Briggs & Stratton engine with high inertia flywheel.
- Heavy gauge steel handle folds down without tools for easy transport and storage. Rigid “T” type handle also available.
- Special one-piece, suction-lift blade with tempered cutting edges. Adjustable cutting heights 1 to 3.5 inches.
- Heavy-duty steel wheels with grease fitting and sealed ball bearings. 8 x 1.75 tires.
- Special crankshaft protector. Oil minder for visual oil check.
- Extra large 1 1/2 bushel nylon bag grass catcher available.
- Dual filter air cleaner

Model 100528
PowerRake
(THATCHER)
NEW!
fold-over handle

- Rakes out thatch ■ Cleans 20” swath ■ Powerful 5 hp engine with dual filter air cleaner ■ 28 hardened steel plate, self-cleaning fingers ■ Improved heavy-duty wheel ■ Raking assemblies interchangeable with aerator assembly ■ 2” single-action raking height adjustment ■ Semi self-propelled

Since 1874
Write P.O. Box 893

F. D. KEES MFG. CO.
Beatrice, Nebraska 68310
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Here's the 72" out-front rotary mower that doesn't slip and slide all over side slopes.

When we designed this Jacobsen out-front commercial, we knew it could do all of the things we wanted it to. Like mow up to 30 acres a day. Climb up and down curbs. Trim tight around trees. And with optional accessories, it can mulch leaves, plow snow or blow snow. And even sweep.

The trick was to distribute the weight so it would grip the turf with all six wheels when angling along side slopes.

That's why the cutting deck is mounted on the carrier, with the two front wheels supporting it. This design keeps the rear wheels from lifting, and makes the Jacobsen the most stable out-front rotary on the market.

Not only that, the weight on the drive wheels can be adjusted for different terrain conditions. For reliable traction.

This Jacobsen out-front rotary meets the tough power mower safety standards of the American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI). No mean feat in itself.

Can perform zero turning radius, trims like a small mower.

We suggest you ask your Jacobsen distributor for a demonstration of this superbly designed mower-trimmer-mulcher-sweeper-snow blower-plow-combination-miracle-machine. It's the one that digs in on side slopes.

Cutter deck tilts up and down for mowing gullies and bank edges.

Front wheels support cutter deck for super stability.

Take a look at leadership.
"Tough K.C. Chiefs need tough grass! That's why I picked baron KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS."

George Toma, Director of Field and Landscaping Operations, Kansas City Chiefs and Royals, and consultant for all Super Bowl games.

"I need a grass that will withstand the wear and tear of forty big football players on it five days a week from August to December. With the toughness of Baron there are darn few worn out spots."

George Toma explains to Peter Loft:
"I overseed this practice field with 50 lbs. of Baron as early as February and the field is ready in April. We'll have good grass all the way through the season."

"With the field in use so much of the time, I need a grass that doesn't need much care. In the 3 years this field has been in, I've never used a fungicide, insecticide or herbicide. That's a plus for me. I can only water maybe once a week and you can see how green this field is."

"We fertilize well around Thanksgiving. With the lower fertilization requirements of Baron, we don't have to worry about tender grass. Baron stays tough."

"We mow whenever the grass needs it. That may be once, twice or even three times a week. We only remove 1/4 of the growth and usually cut it to 3/4" up until June 1. After that we keep it at 2"."

"The players love this field. They even replace their own divots! And I think psychologically they practice better when they see a beautiful field like this."

Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805 / (201) 356-8700